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SIPTU members will campaign for a 5% increase in wages
across the private and public sector in the coming
months. The union will also seek the introduction of a
minimum living wage of €11.45, Jack O’Connor has said.

Addressing the annual Jim Larkin commemoration, in Glasnevin
cemetery in Dublin on Saturday, 31st January, the union president
said that improving economic conditions should help working 
people rebuild their standard of living while combatting inequality
in society. A campaign for wage increases “will put money in peo-
ple’s pockets and fuel consumption, reinforcing the momentum of
job creation and recovery,” he said.  

He said that the union would also engage in a “in a new battle to
establish a minimum living wage of €11.45 an hour across all those
sectors of the economy where the gross exploitation of vulnerable
workers is the order of the day.”

He added that SIPTU members will also engage in “a national
campaign to apply pressure on the Government to commence the
task of abolishing the Universal Social Charge and replacing it with
a new mechanism which will be equally efficient as a means of rais-
ing revenue from the better off while removing the burden on
those on low to middle incomes.”

Welcoming the dramatic election victory of Syriza in Greece, he
said that it signalled the end of the nightmare of the one-sided 
austerity experiment across Europe.

by Frank Connolly
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Syriza supporters celebrate dramatic victory in Greece election on 
Sunday 25th January. Photo: Syriza
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Continued from page 1 – Call for 5% wage rise
“The intellectual case for one-

sided austerity is utterly redun-
dant.  It didn’t work in theory and
now we know, at horrendous cost,
that it doesn’t work in practice ei-
ther. The experiment has been
tried and failed spectacularly.  That
analysis is no longer restricted to
those on the Left but is clearly ev-
ident across the mainstream of the
political spectrum,” he said. 

In the approach to the cente-
nary of the 1916 Rising, Jack 
O’Connor also called on Irish social
democrats, left republicans and 
independent socialists to set aside
sectarian divisions and to “develop
a political project aimed at 
winning the next General Election
on a common platform, let’s call it
‘Charter 2016’.”  He said that it
must set out what an alternative

left of centre government “would
be for as distinct from what we are
against.”
“We have to develop clear, coher-

ent priorities around egalitarian
concepts of public provision un-
derpinned by fair taxation and sus-
tainable economic growth,” he
said. 
See Liberty View page 16-17.

Liberty
View

Jack O’Connor with SIPTU Vice-President and incoming general secretary of Congress, Patricia King, who laid
a wreath on the grave of Jim Larkin at Glasnevin on Saturday 31st January. Picture: Dan O’Neill

Senior management of the Bose
Corporation will meet SIPTU rep-
resentatives on Thursday (5th
February) to discuss the threat-
ened closure of the audio systems
manufacturer’s plant in Carrick-
macross, County Monaghan.
This follows an initial meeting

on 28th January during which
SIPTU called on the US executives
to reconsider the decision to close
the plant or at least extend by sev-
eral months the proposed winding
down date of this April
SIPTU Organiser, Jim McVeigh,

said: “The vast majority of the
workforce lives in Monaghan and

the plant closure will have a very
significant negative impact on the
local economy. There are over 140
people employed at this plant and
SIPTU is committed to doing
everything possible to protect their
interests.”
“After our initial meeting the ex-

ecutives returned to the US for fur-
ther discussions with other senior
management. On Thursday, we
hope to hear the outcome of this
process.”
The meetings are one of a num-

ber of initiatives to persuade the
US headquartered multinational
company to reassess its decision to
close the Carrickmacross plant.

On 26th January, a large number
of Bose workers, local people and
politicians attended a meeting in
the Nuremore Hotel, Carrick-
macross, to discuss the threatened
closure. Among those in atten-
dance were Fine Gael Minister of
State for the Arts, Heather
Humphreys, Sinn Féin TD,
Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin and Fianna
Fail TD, Brendan Smyth.
At the meeting, national and

local politicians committed them-
selves to campaigning for the plant
to remain open.
The company has been manufac-

turing audio systems in Monaghan
since 1978.

Bose senior management to meet SIPTU

It was with great sadness that
union members heard the news
that SIPTU National Executive
committee (NEC) member Tim
Fitzgerald had passed away on
Sunday, 1st February. 
Tim, who was employed at the

Kerry Ingredients plant in
Charleville, county Cork, was
elected to the NEC in 2010.
He began his working career in

Golden Vale in 1976 and was an ac-
tive member of the Mallow No. 1
Branch of the union since 1984
serving as a trustee and vice-presi-

dent. As chairman of the Golden
Vale shop stewards committee he
successfully led the resistance to
the company's attempts to intro-
duce widespread contract working
on the factory floor.
Tim is one of a family of nine

from the village of Colmanswell,
county Limerick but lived in
Charleville for the past 30 years. A
high profile community activist he
was a former chairman of the
Charleville Labour Party branch
and a soccer coach and administra-
tor at local and national levels.

SIPTU saddened at death of NEC member Tim Fitzgerald

The late Tim Fitzgerald
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MORE than 20,000
members of the
union have been
helped by SIPTU's

Membership Information and
Support Centre (MISC) since it
opened four years ago. Infor-
mation Assistants at MISC
have provided advice on 
employment rights, grievances
at work or on disciplinary 
issues. Some complainants
have been the unfortunate 
victims of bullying.   
MISC Advocates have brought

cases for members to the Rights
Commissioner Service, the Em-
ployment Appeals Tribunal, the
Equality Tribunal, the Labour Court
and, on occasion, to a Fitness-to-
Practice Tribunal. In short, these
members turned to MISC when
they found themselves in trouble
at work.
According to Tom O’Driscoll,

SIPTU Legal Rights Officer, the staff
at MISC have recovered, on aver-
age, €400,000 a month for union
members, either at hearings or in

negotiated settlements. 
“They have also negotiated other

satisfactory outcomes for members
who have been treated unfairly at
work. It is no surprise therefore to
discover that MISC is considered
the single biggest user of the Em-
ployment Rights bodies in the
country,” he told Liberty. 
“Our Information Assistants and

Advocates are proud of their

achievements and rightly consider
themselves to be more than a
match for the lawyers on the other
side. Most MISC Advocates now
have legal qualifications. The sheer
volume of cases being processed,
together with their specialist
knowledge, creates an expertise
among staff that is second to none.
And by the way, union membership
is a lot cheaper than legal fees!”

He continued: “What really
makes the MISC advocate stand out
is the fact that all have been work-
ers at one stage. They have worked
the assembly line, driven the bus,
held the trowel, waited at the table,
nursed the patient and carried out
other noble tasks that SIPTU mem-
bers carry out, day in, day out. 
“So when an advocate appears on

behalf of a union member at the

Tribunal or the Labour Court, they
are offering that important extra di-
mension that most other practi-
tioners cannot offer – empathy for
their fellow worker and Union
member.
“The next time you hear some-

one say, ‘What has the union ever
done for me?’, you should probably
remind them that international re-
search continually shows that
union members, in the main, enjoy
better pay and conditions on aver-
age than non-unionised employ-
ees. It’s called the ‘Union
Premium’.
“You might also remind them of

Larkin’s famous slogan, taken from
the American Wobblies: ‘An injury
to one is the concern of all’. The
SIPTU Information and Support
Centre staff put a lot of time and
effort into advising and represent-
ing individual SIPTU members who
find themselves in trouble in the
workplace. Most times it is not
happy work, but it is certainly ful-
filling. It’s a Union Premium ready
to be availed of, when required.”

Landmark as MISC helps 20,000 members

Some of the members 
of the MISC team
Picture: William Hederman

The Government must not sell
its share of the Aer Lingus with-
out receiving guarantees on the
future of the company.
Describing the possible sale of the

share to IAG, the owner of British
Airways and Iberia, as “a major issue
with very far reaching implications
for the people of Ireland”, SIPTU
General President, Jack O'Connor,
said: “The sale should not go ahead
unless the Government receives
clear and tangible guarantees around
connectivity, the Heathrow slots and
on the protection of jobs in Dublin,
Cork and Shannon.”
He added that direct employment

by the company must be maintained.
SIPTU Construction and Utilities

Division Organiser, Owen Reidy,
echoed these sentiments at a meet-
ing of  Oireachtas Transport and
Communications Committee on
Thursday, 29th January.
Reidy also said that the union re-

gretted the fact that the previous
Government took the decision to pri-
vatise Aer Lingus.
IAG is offering just over €1.3 bil-

lion for the airline, in which the State
owns a 25.1% stake and rival Ryanair
holds almost 30%. The board of Aer
Lingus has recommend acceptance of
the IAG bid.

Bord na Móna workers will
begin balloting for industrial
action on Wednesday, 4th Feb-
ruary, unless the company
agrees to suspend a process of
eliminating existing jobs and
replacing them with ones on
lesser terms and conditions of
employment. 
The decision to move towards a

ballot for industrial action, up to
and including strike action, was
taken at a general meeting of
union members in the Bord na
Móna Finance Department in Tul-
lamore, county Offaly, on Friday,
30th January.
Bord na Móna Group of Unions

Secretary and SIPTU Organiser,
John Regan, said: “Given that man-
agement had not agreed to a re-
quest from the Bord na Móna
Group of Unions to defer the cut-
off date for application for these
new positions, the workers voted
that balloting for industrial action
should commence.”

The Government must
cut subsidies to busi-
nesses that are refusing
to enter into the Joint
Labour Committee (JLC)
process, SIPTU has de-
manded. 

“For nearly 12 months
workers have had to endure
the Restaurants Association
of Ireland and Irish Hotels
Federation subverting Gov-
ernment policy and refusing
to engage in the JLC process”,
said SIPTU Services Division
Organiser, John King. “Their
actions are consigning tens
of thousands of workers to
poverty.
“The JLC process merely

seeks to set fair wages and
conditions for mostly low
paid workers in order to en-
sure that their work pays
enough for them to support
themselves and their fami-
lies.”

He added: “What is partic-
ularly galling about these em-
ployers refusing to accept
Government policy is that
they have also received mas-
sive state support in recent
years. This has included the
targeted reduction of VAT
rates, investment in tourism
projects such as the Gather-
ing and the Wild Atlantic
Way, as well as the continued
supplementing of their em-
ployees incomes by the State
because they refuse to pay
them sufficient wages.
“The Government must

end this disgraceful situation
and bring these renegade or-
ganisations to heel. Their ef-
fective veto must be ended or
the subsidies to these sec-
tors, where profits are rising,
must be reconsidered.”

Cut subsidies to 
those wrecking 
JLC system

Government must secure 
‘tangible’ guarantees before
selling Aer Lingus share

Bord na Móna 
workers to 
ballot on 
industrial action L-R: Damien Bracken, Chair of Aer Lingus SIPTU Section Committee, 

Neil McGowan and Karl Bryne SIPTU Industrial Organisers, Dorothy
Prendergast, SIPTU Shop Steward and Owen Reidy, Divisional Organiser
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SIPTU says Yes to marriage equality

Workers in a US division of
the Irish Dairy Board have
won union recognition with
the help of a solidarity cam-
paign by trade unionists
across the Irish diary indus-
try.
The US workers are employees

of DPI Dedicated Logistics-Boston
a division of the Irish Dairy
Board, based in Massachusetts,
US. Management had refused to
recognise their membership of
the Teamsters Local 25 but when
during January a vote was held on
the issue during the workers
backed their union.
SIPTU Organiser, John Dunne,

said: “Workers in SIPTU organised
workplaces in the dairy industry
organised a petition calling on
the company to respect the work-
ers right to representation by
their union.”

He added: “If a company re-
fuses to recognise a union in the
US workers must hold a ballot on
collective bargaining in their
workplace. The laws in the US
stipulate that over 50% of work-
ers must vote in favour of the
union. 
“What usually happens in these

elections is that the employer
seeks the services of a ‘union
buster’ to implement measures to
dissuade workers from support-
ing their union. However, the
Boston workers voted in favour of
their union and Teamsters offi-
cials have said that the support
they received from Ireland was
crucial in giving them the confi-
dence to resist management pres-
sure.”
The German NGG and Spanish

UGT unions also sent letters of
support to the Boston workers.

SIPTU has joined the growing
number of progressive organ-
isations calling for a ‘Yes’
vote in the marriage equality
referendum which will take
place in May.
A meeting of the SIPTU National

Executive Committee, on Friday,
23rd January, called on the union's
members to vote ‘Yes’.

Commenting on the decision,
SIPTU Campaigns and Equality Or-
ganiser, Ethel Buckley, said: “In a
real Republic based on equal 
citizenship, civil marriage should
be open to all citizens. By voting
‘Yes’, SIPTU members will be ac-
cording same-sex couples the right
to equality.” Meanwhile, according
to the largest survey ever taken of

gay people in Ireland conducted by
the National Gay and Lesbian Fed-
eration, the number one concern
of LGBTQ people is discrimination
in the workplace. The report, enti-
tled Burning Issues, was funded by
SIPTU and the Equality Authority.
See page 22.

THE National Union of Jour-
nalists and Amnesty Inter-
national held a protest
outside the Saudi Embassy
in Fitzwilliam Square in
Dublin on Thursday, 22nd
January, to call for the re-
lease of blogger Raif Badawi.
The founder of the Free Saudi

Liberals website was arrested in
2012 for offences which included
insulting Islam, cyber crime and
disobeying his father – a crime in

Saudi Arabia. He was sentenced
last year to 10 years in prison and
1,000 lashes. 
Badawi received 50 lashes two

weeks earlier in public but fur-
ther punishment was postponed
on medical grounds. 
Last year Saudi Arabia be-

headed 83 people. Drug dealing
and witchcraft are among the
crimes which have resulted in
people being publicly executed in
recent years.

Demo demands release
of jailed Saudi blogger

Solidarity with Boston
Irish Dairy Board workers

MEMBERS of the Retained Fire
Service are to ballot for indus-
trial action in response to an at-
tempt to reduce fire appliance
crewing levels. 
SIPTU Sector Organiser, Brendan

O’Brien, said a directive issued by
the Department of the Environ-
ment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment makes a recommendation
in relation to retained firefighting
crewing levels, which poses a threat
to public health and safety.
He said the directive, issued as

part of the “Keeping Communities
Safe” (KCS) initiative is effectively a
licence for local authorities to break
national agreements which set out
the minimum crewing levels for
firefighters, and is unacceptable
under any circumstances.
“The department has repeatedly

failed to provide any assurance that
the proposed reductions in crewing

levels will not threaten the safety of
the public or firefighters, despite
numerous requests by SIPTU. We
have now reached a point where
there is no option but to ballot our
members for industrial action.”

SIPTU represents more than
1,700 of the 2,000 retained firefight-
ers employed by local authorities
across the country. The ballot result
is expected to be announced in mid-
March. 

A directive relating to
firefighting crewing levels
poses a threat to public safety.
Picture: Laura Hutton/Photocall

Retained firefighters to
ballot for industrial action

Protest outside Saudi 
Embassy on 22nd January 
Photo: Derek Speirs
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SIPTU members were
among those who at-
tended a memorial cere-
mony in the grounds of

Dublin Castle on Saturday, 10th
January, for the workers killed in
a jihadist attack on the offices of
satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo
in Paris three days earlier. 
The ceremony, organised by the

National Union of Journalists, in-
cluded a minute's silence during
which members of the crowd held
up posters reading: “Je suis Char-
lie.” 
Also in attendance were Tánaiste

Joan Burton, Minister for Commu-
nications Alex White, Lord Mayor

of Dublin Christy Burke and SIPTU
Vice-President and incoming Gen-
eral Secretary of Congress Patricia
King. 
Members of the French commu-

nity in Ireland read out the names
of the nine journalists, two police
officers and a caretaker killed dur-
ing the attacks.
Irish NUJ secretary Seamus Doo-

ley said it was fitting that the cere-
mony was held in the shadow of
the Chester Beatty Library, “a sym-
bol of creativity and multicultural-
ism where the jewel in the crown
is the 6,000-piece Islamic collec-
tion, which reflects the true spirit
of Islam.”

Charlie Hebdo victims remembered at Dublin Castle

The Charlie Hebdo
memorial ceremony in the
grounds of Dublin Castle
on 10th January. Picture:
Sasko Lazarov/Photocall Ireland

Unions have accepted an in-
vitation to enter into talks
with the Nurses and Mid-
wives Board of Ireland
(NMBI) concerning registra-
tion fee increases.
SIPTU Nursing Sector Organ-

iser, Kevin Figgis, said: “Following
Minister for Health Leo Varad-
kar’s recent request that talks
begin to end this dispute it has
been agreed that NMBI, and the

three nursing unions, will meet
on Thursday, 5th February, to dis-
cuss solutions to the current
deadlock.
“The purpose of this meeting is

to discuss, and agree, a frame-
work for discussions involving an
independent third party chair, if
necessary, in an effort to resolve
the dispute”, he added.
SIPTU members are advised to

only pay €100 to the NMBI, when

their personal circumstance al-
lows, rather than the €150 de-
manded by the organisation for
registration in 2015.
“This new initiative to resolve

the current dispute comes about
as a direct result of the success of
our campaign of resistance and I
thank all members and the public
for their support” said Figgis.

Unions to attend NMBI talks

F YOU want to be able to
make good deals with
management, you have to
ensure that union mem-

bers are united in knowing
and supporting a single ob-
jective – this is the message
Miriam Crehan wants to send
to other shop stewards.
The chief shop steward in Con-

nolly Hospital, Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15, since March last year,
Miriam has overseen a major reor-
ganisation of SIPTU members at
the facility.
“We have over 100 members in

Connolly Hospital, including
porters, catering staff, household
and several other grades,” said
Miriam, who works as a Central
Decontamination Unit operative,
cleaning instruments for use in the
operating theatre.  
“All grades elect representatives

and we meet regularly to discuss
issues as they arise.” 
She added: “I have a great com-

mittee to support my work as well
as two great people in Liberty Hall,
Mick Lawlor and Aideen Carberry.
Whenever I need some informa-
tion on a legal issue or other prob-
lem that can’t be dealt with
internally, they are only a phone
call away.”
On negotiations with manage-

ment, Miriam told Liberty:  “We
have to make sure that union
members are all of the one view so
that when we go to management,

we are able to deal with matters on
a more serious level – for the one
reason that they know we are all
united.”
A member of SIPTU for the last

15 years and on her workplace
committee for the last eight,
Miriam claims the biggest issue
they have had to deal with is the
attempt to outsource work. 
This fight has largely been suc-

cessful and they have seen off
management efforts to contract
out the work of whole depart-
ments. 
Miriam and her union colleagues

have also been successful in re-
cruiting interns into the union and
ensuring that workers’ contracts
are upgraded to reflect the actual
work they do. 
“We do all our business above

the table and that has built real
confidence in the union in Con-
nolly Hospital,” she added. 
See page 18.

I
Miriam Crehan spearheaded major
reorganisation at Connolly Hospital

Winning the 
war against 
outsourcing

Members of SIPTU Nursing 
Sector Committee saying no to
NMBI increase
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Upward-only rent
reviews costing jobs

THE People’s College will
host a series of five free lec-
tures on pension provision
for trade unionists on
Wednesday evenings from
4th February to 4th March, in
Congress House, Parnell
Square East, Dublin 1. 
The hour-long lectures will start

at 6.30pm and will include time for
questions and contributions.
People’s College President and

former TUI General Secretary, Jim
Dorney, said the aim of the lectures
as to impart an understanding of
the current condition of pension
provision in Ireland in the context

of how State pension provision has
often been supplemented by trust
funds underpinned by collective
agreements and/or individual sav-
ings. 
"The financial crisis had a major

negative impact on Irish occupa-
tional and public pensions. The
purpose of this course is to criti-
cally examine what happened and
why, and ask the question: Is our
regulatory system fit for purpose?”
Dorney said the free course

would be of value to trade union-
ists, shop stewards, full-time offi-
cials and people with an interest in
pensions and savings. 

Pensions at a crossroads

DUNNES Stores workers
across the country are being
consulted on how they wish
to proceed with an ongoing
dispute concerning temporary
contracts and working hours. 
In November, a Labour Court rul-

ing urged Dunnes management to
engage with staff.
SIPTU Organiser Derek Casserly

said: “The issue is over permanent
contracts and regular hours. If you

are working only 15, 18 or 19 hours
a week and don't know what hours
you will get, you can’t plan ahead.
Workers don't know either what
their pay packet is going to be at
the end of the week. 
“Dunnes is a huge, multimillion-

euro company and it should not be
pushing people towards the social
welfare system in order to supple-
ment their incomes – it’s im-
moral.”

Dunnes workers consulted on dispute

THE incoming General Secre-
tary of ICTU Patricia King will
be among the speakers at a
one-day conference on low pay
and the campaign for a living
wage, to be held in Dublin on
Saturday, 7th February.
The one-day event, entitled, ‘The

Living Wage: The Way Forward’,
and hosted by Sinn Féin, will be ad-
dressed by trade unionists, politi-
cians and economists.  
King will join Orla O’Connor of

the National Women’s Council of
Ireland, UNITE economist Michael
Taft and John Douglas of Mandate

on a panel to discuss 'The Economic
Impact of Decent Pay', to be chaired

by Tomás MacDomhnaill of NERI. 
Another panel discussion on 'The

Working Poor and the Impact of
Low Pay', chaired by Sinn Féin Vice
President Mary Lou McDonald, will
include USI President Laura Har-
mon, Tara Keane of Mandate and
Paul McFlynn of NERI. 
Sinn Féin MEP for Dublin Lynn

Boylan will give the opening ad-
dress, and the party's spokesperson
on Workers Rights David Cullinane,
who organised the event, will speak
on 'Decent Work: The Way Forward'. 
The conference takes place at the

CWU Conference Centre, 575 North
Circular Road, Dublin 1. 

Bewley’s Cafe in Dublin:
job losses due to high rent.

Picture: Photocall Ireland

Sinn Fein deputy leader 
Mary Lou McDonald
Picture: Photocall

THE Government has been
urged to take action to end up-
ward-only rent reviews which
are negatively impacting on
workers' wages and employ-
ment in the hospitality and
catering sector.
SIPTU Services Division Organ-

iser John King said: “The hospital-
ity and catering sector is
experiencing unprecedented
growth. However, ever-increasing
rents are adversely impacting on
many workplaces in the services
sector. Rather than increased pro-
ductivity resulting in wage and job
growth, growing revenues are
being siphoned off by property

owners at the expense of the wider
economy.”
In January, Bewley's announced

job losses at its café in Grafton
Street, Dublin. Bewley’s had fought
an unsuccessful legal battle with
its landlord, Ickendel Ltd, which is
controlled by property developer
Johnny Ronan, to have its €1.5
million annual rent reduced to
€728,000, as suggested by a third-
party arbitrator in January 2012.
The Government had committed

to ending upward-only rent re-
views but later stated that advice
from the Attorney General sug-
gested such a move would be un-
constitutional.

Home Helps given at least 
30 minutes with clients
Home Helps are to have a
minimum of 30 minutes with
each client in which essential
care can be provided, the
Emergency Department Task-
force has decided.
SIPTU Health Division Organ-

iser, Paul Bell, said: “The SIPTU
Home Helps campaign for addi-
tional hours and the full utilisa-
tion of their existing contracted
hours has succeeded in securing
this key improvement for clients.
"This move will allow hospitals

to successfully discharge more pa-
tients, assured that they will be
provided with a proper standard
of care in the community. If this
decision had been made prior to
Christmas it would have reduced
the impact of overcrowding in our
hospital network.”
The decision to allow Home

Helps a minimum of 30 minutes
with patients was made at a meet-
ing of the Emergency Department
Taskforce in Dr. Steeven’s Hospi-
tal, Dublin, on Monday, 2nd Feb-
ruary.

The taskforce comprises rele-
vant stakeholders including sen-
ior doctors, lead hospital
consultants, HSE National Direc-
tors, union representatives and
senior officials from the HSE
Acute Hospitals Directorate and
the Department of Health.
In January, SIPTU Home Helps

launched a 'Right to Work' protest
campaign in order to highlight the
role they could play in solving the
overcrowding crisis in hospitals. 

Pictured at the protest at Limerick-University Hospital were Margaret Young,
Margaret Mulvihill, Alan Mackessey,Alice Mullane and Kathleen Tier Picture: Paul Gavan

Membership Information & Support Centre (MISC)
8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Monday - Friday 
misc@siptu.ie

Conference to address living wage
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By Yiorgos Archontopoulos

IRST TIME for the Left,
in Greece – how did
this happen? A better
position ever for a left-

wing party in the parliament
including 1958 when the
United Democratic Left led
the opposition. 
Today, after 57 years, Syriza is in

government. A left-wing party with
only 5% of the vote in 2007 won
the recent elections with more
than 36.5%, just two seats short of
an absolute majority.
After five years of austerity and

patience, the Greek people decided
to give a chance to Syriza. Five
years of lies, corruption, and prom-
ises of exit from memorandums.
Five years where the poor were
getting poorer and the rich richer. 
Since 2012, 500 people increased

their fortune by more than €10
billion, while at the same time 1.5
million became unemployed. Five
years where our governments
made Greeks feel like the beggars
of the European Union.
On 25th January, we voted for

the young people who were forced
to emigrate because of austerity
and because the government
didn’t allow them to vote. We also
voted for 18 year olds who were ex-
cluded from the list of registered
voters.  Changing this government
was also an issue of dignity for all

of us. And this is a main point for
Syriza – people not only gave the
win, they gave Syriza a triumph
against conservatives, a triumph
against fear and terror. 
During the past two years all the

right-wing media (owned by
friends of the government, a Greek
private media that has NEVER paid
taxes in the last 25 years) were at-
tacking Syriza and try to scare peo-
ple.  If the Left win, it will be a
catastrophe, they argued.
Syriza rewarded all this trust.

Last Friday, when Jeroen Dijssel-
bloem, the Dutch president of the
Euro group visited new finance
minister Yanis Varoufakis, he
heard the Greek minister saying
that we had finished with the
Troika. Until now, the government
did the bidding of Angela Merkel
and Germany. Now, we feel that
there is a real negotiation with our
allies in Europe. 
Only one week on and you can

feel a note of optimism in society.
People have started to smile again,
people feel proud. There is grow-
ing support for the government,
we are living a new experience
here.  By the end of the first week
ministers announced: 
• 2,500 fired public servants 

immediately restored to their jobs
(school guards, teachers, public
cleaners, etc); 
• Abolition of TAIPED (HRADF)

the national real estate office
whose mission was to privatise
everything, including the Greek is-
lands;
• Minimum wage restored;
• A freeze on the privatisation of

the port of Piraeus (stopping its
sale to Chinese and other in-
vestors);
• A halt put to to the privatisa-

tion of the publicly-owned electric
energy company;
• A stop to new cuts to pensions,

affecting 1,5 million people.

Although some try to be negative
because of the coalition with right-
ist party Anel (Independent
Greeks), there was no other choice.
All the other parties belong to the
Memorandum alliance – most are
aligned to the Greek oligarchy. 
When the EU decided on new

penalties against Russia without
asking Greece, the new foreign
minister asked for a reconsidera-
tion and alteration to the decision.
No one uses Greece’s signature
without permission. People watch-

ing the changes are a bit numb. It
never happened before. Many are
sceptical. But there is a hope out
there now and Greeks had lost
hope over the past five years. 
On 17th February, when the new

goverment will re-negotiate our
debt in Brussels, we will organise
demonstrations in all Greek cities
to support our ministers. We want
to send the message to Europe that
we are here and we are angry with
austerity politics. 
Syriza is clear. We want to apply

in Greece the formula that saved
Germany in 1953 after the Second
World War. Then the Allied nations
agreed to reduce Germany’s debt,
and Germans would pay only then
they were in a position to. 
Greece accepted those terms.

Since the Nazi occupation, Ger-
many owes Greece more than
€162 billion. If this is called justice
and solidarity then we must
change our dictionaries!  
Everybody understands that

Greek debt is endless. All Euro-
pean countries owe money, tril-
lions in fact. It is time for the EU
to talk honestly about debt, banks,
and the oligarchy.  No more auster-
ity, no more catastrophe. 
Syriza has arrived and all of us in

Europe must resolve the debt crisis
together. 
We owe it to our children and

to future generations. 
The writer is a trade union and political activist in Athens.

Explosion of delight as
Syriza storms to victory

F

Greek anti-austerity EU leader Alexis Tsipras
speaking to volunteers and staff at the Bell
Centre in Darndale in March 2014. 
Picture: Mark Moloney
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Jim Larkin Credit Union

The Jim Larkin Credit Union is regulated by the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority (IFSRA)

The Credit Unionfor all SIPTUmembers and theirfamilies in the Dublin Region

If you are interested in joining the Jim Larkin Credit Union 
Tel: 01 8721155 or email: jimlarkincu@eircom.net

Opening Hours:

Thursday 7.00 p.m. - 8.15 p.m.
Saturday 9.30 a.m. - 12.00 noon
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Internal review
will do nothing
about policies 
of privatisation
that cut 
women’s pay 
at the bottom
end without
NUIG leaving 
its fingerprints

PICTURE: Phalinn Ooi (CC BY 2.0)

Making equality victories at NUIG count
NEW SIPTU campaign
at NUI Galway is
fighting discrimina-
tion in pay and condi-

tions.  It follows an Equality
Tribunal ruling in favour of
Micheline Sheehy-Skeffington,
who was awarded €70,000
compensation after found she
had been bypassed for promo-
tion because she is a woman. 
Another SIPTU member, Mary

Dempsey, was awarded €81,000
after she was asked to work while
on maternity leave and later pres-
sured to accept a demotion while
on pregnancy-related sick leave.
This ruling has been appealed by
the university.
These examples at the higher

levels of employment at NUIG
have confirmed the worst fears of
SIPTU, the largest union on cam-
pus, that there are real problems
with employment practices at the
university and it isn’t confined to
academics.
Administrative staff, plumbers,

technicians and others are also
fighting serious problems while in-
creasing numbers of jobs at the
lower end of the pay scale are
being contracted out through “pri-
vatisation”. 
In practice that has meant that

cleaners employed by the univer-
sity directly make approximately
€15 per hour, while their col-
leagues, doing essentially the same
work but for a private employer
make barely the minimum wage.
From those who have little, even
that little is being shrunk.  
SIPTU made its position clear in

a resolution passed unanimously
at a recent Emergency General
Meeting (EGM) called to deal with
the discrimination crisis at the uni-
versity.
The resolution stated that the

university “should deliver on the
recommendations emerging from
the recent Sheehy-Skeffington and
Dempsey Equality Tribunal rulings
and must take action to eliminate
all facets of structural discrimina-
tion within the institution”.
It added that the university

“should expeditiously engage with
an external independent expert to
conduct an independent equality
review of all aspects of the univer-
sity’s activities, including its poli-
cies and practice and their
implementation”. 
The management response of an

internal task force is unlikely to
change much.  It will do nothing
about the privatisation policies
which cut women’s pay at the bot-
tom end without the university
leaving its fingerprints.  
SIPTU has also put on record its

view that “pressures for additional
administrative, teaching and re-
search work have increasingly

made the maintenance of an ac-
ceptable work-life balance difficult
or impossible.”   
At every level, academics, techni-

cians and cleaners are all dealing
with increased workloads. It af-
fects all workers but women more
so, since, as is generally acknowl-
edged, women do the vast majority
of unpaid caring work in the fam-
ily. That work continues when
women get a job outside the home.  
Men have also complained that

the low value assigned to caring af-
fects them too. A number of men
at the EGM talked about the im-
pact overwork was having on their
family life. Among other things,
men also want paid time off to be
with their children as well as paid
paternity leave.
And students have taken up the

cause. They are losing the benefit

of good teaching and administra-
tion by better-qualified women,
and female students now know
what the university thinks of them
should they become mothers.   
As one student said: “I would

also hope that the fact that I am a
mother would never go against me
in terms of employment within
the university as the tribunal find-
ings seem to indicate.  I hope that
the union will seize this opportu-
nity to give voice to the inequality
felt by all female staff throughout
the university.”
Messages of support are also

coming in.  From Third Level
Workplace Watch, for example,
which focuses on the situation of
contract staff, teaching assistants,
research assistants and other work-
ers in precarious employment in
Irish universities and ITs. 
The UK-based University College

Union said: “UCU members recog-
nise and experience the structural
inequality which impacts on pay,
promotion and workloads in
Higher Education. It is critical that
we as trade unionists challenge
this injustice. UCU sends thanks
and admiration to the two women
who took the stressful and diffi-
cult step to challenge their em-
ployer’s discrimination through
the courts. Their victory is a vic-
tory for all women and must not
be overturned but be the catalyst
for change.”
SIPTU is determined that there

be a thorough investigation of all
the ways in which the university is
discriminating against people who
work and study on the campus.  
Changes that make a difference

in the lives of the vast majority of
us are what this fight is really
about. 

A

Quadrangle at NUIG
PICTURE: Eoin Gardiner (CC BY 2.0)

By Maggie Ronayne
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By Frank Connolly

INCOMING Congress General
Secretary Patricia King has said
the immediate priority for the
trade union movement must
now be to restore the living
standards of Irish workers
through wage increases. Speak-
ing to Liberty, the outgoing
SIPTU Vice-President said “the
economic crash has left a trail
of destruction for workers in its
wake, and now is the time to
concentrate on the economics
of households.” 
“The Republic is categorised by

Eurostat as a low-pay economy, with
20.7% of workers earning less than
the minimum wage,” she said. “Giv-
ing people pay rises creates the vir-
tuous circle of raising living
standards, increasing domestic de-
mand and improving economic per-
formance and job creation.”
King argues there is clear evidence

from recent corporation tax figures,
which have increased by almost 25%
since 2011, that many employers
have been enjoying healthy profits
in recent times – and that is only
what they have declared to the Rev-
enue Commissioners.
Workers in the public service will

also be seeking the restoration of in-
comes following years of pension
levies and other income cuts, as
they are entitled to under the terms
of the Haddington Road Agreement,
she said. While the Minister for Pub-
lic Expenditure and Reform Brendan

Howlin has confirmed that discus-
sions will take place in the coming
months on public service pay, the
situation in the private sector is not
so clear. 
Over the past 18 months to two

years, unions – including SIPTU –
have negotiated pay increases of 2%
to 3% across the manufacturing and
high-end retail sectors and this com-
pany-by-company, plant-by-plant
trend will intensify with higher
wage demands as economic growth
continues, she believes.
However, there is also a value in

trade unions seeking to influence
government policies in the interests

of all their members, and social 
dialogue with public and private 
employers is a way to achieve this.
“We are not opposed to social di-

alogue on the basis that trade
unions want to influence public pol-
icy but we have seen no proposals
in relation to the model under

which such discussions would take
place or indeed whether they would
incorporate pay or not.”
Either way, the campaign for pay

increases will continue, and she ar-
gues there is a premium for
unionised workers in that they in-
variably negotiate better wage deals

while many in non-unionised em-
ployments often get none, no mat-
ter how much profit they generate.
She also recognises the challenges

facing the Irish trade union move-
ment, which in line with the recom-
mendations of a recent commission
report, will have to engage in a
process of consolidation if it is to
overcome the financial and other
impacts of the recent crisis and to
grow.
With density at about 70% in the

public sector and 25% in the private
sector, the movement has signifi-
cant industrial strength in key areas
of the economy and is the largest
civil society organisation with a
major potential to influence the key
decisions that can help improve the
quality of life for working people
and those who depend on public
services, King argues.   
“One of the most important chal-

lenges is to tackle the huge numbers
of the workforce on low pay in the
Republic and the 25% estimated to
be on low pay in the North, which is
the highest level of any region in the
UK. There are also some 250,000
people in absolute poverty in the
North, according to the latest figures
from NERI, and this is a key chal-
lenge facing Congress. 
“Other challenges in the North

arise from the reduction in public
service numbers and the threat to
privatise which have emerged from
the recent Stormont House Agree-
ment,” she said. 

Raising wages and living standards the
priority for King as new head of Congress

The outgoing and incoming
General Secretaries of Congress,
David Begg and Patricia King.
Picture: Leon Farrell/Photocall

‘One of the most
important
challenges is to
tackle the huge
numbers of the
workforce on low
pay in the Republic
and the 25%
estimated to be on
low pay in the
North, the highest
level of any region
in the UK’

SIPTU community sector
workers will take part in a
‘day of action’ on Wednesday,
18th February, and are to com-
mence a protective ballot on
industrial action over the
threat of major job losses.
The day of action will include a

protest outside the Department of
Environment, Community and
Local Government, in Dublin, at
2.00 p.m. on Wednesday, 18th Feb-
ruary.
SIPTU Sector Organiser Darragh

O’Connor told Liberty: “The State
has a long history of ignoring com-

munities suffering from the effects
of inequality and poverty. This is
being maintained by a nearly 50%
cut in the State’s main social inclu-
sion programme and the competi-
tive tendering of community
programmes.”
He added: “This union stands

with its members in the commu-
nity sector and supports their fight
to defend jobs and services.”
SIPTU community sector activist,

Donnie O’Leary, said: “The Depart-
ment of Environment is making big
decisions about our future, but
community workers are locked out
from any negotiations. This is de-

spite a Labour Court ruling stating
our representatives should be in-
cluded.
He added: “In the face of the De-

partment’s intransigence, we have
been left with no option but to
commence a protective ballot to de-
fend our jobs under transfer of un-
dertakings legislation. 
“If this ballot is successful, it will

mean that whatever companies win
the right to operate programmes
under Social Inclusion and Commu-
nity Activation Programme (SICAP),
community workers  will defend
colleagues’ right to maintain terms
and conditions.”

Day of action for community workers
in advance of industrial action ballot

SIPTU Community
workers 
PICTURE: SIPTU Library
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By 

Vic Duggan

UROPE’S Central Bank
is often cast as one of
the pantomime vil-
lains of Ireland’s

banking crisis. After all, it is
the institutional personifica-
tion of ‘Frankfurt’s Way’. 
While it is always easiest to

blame the outsider, accusations
levelled at the ECB are not in this
case entirely without foundation.
The recent decision by Jean-Claude
Trichet – ECB President until late
2011 – to co-operate with Ireland’s
banking inquiry is therefore a wel-
come development.
The ECB has been hitting the

headlines for very different rea-
sons of late, and you might be
wondering, for once, not what
have they done to me lately, but
what have they done for me. 
The big economic news of early

2015 is that the ECB is finally fol-
lowing the lead of the world’s
other big central banks with its
own PPM  (programme for printing
money), commonly referred to by
finance types as QE (quantitative
easing). 
Basically, this means increasing

the quantity of euros in the econ-
omy, but with the click of a mouse
rather than the cranking of print-
ing presses. For the foreseeable fu-
ture, Frankfurt will create an extra
€60bn – roughly €180 per person
in the Eurozone – every month.
Not to be sniffed at.
Unfortunately, this new money

won’t be dropped from a helicop-
ter into your bank account every
month. The theory is that more
euros in the system will lead to
higher prices, higher wages, even
lower interest rates, more lending,
more exports and stronger growth. 
Ok, you might say, but what does

that mean for my back pocket?
Firstly, borrowing money should

be easier and cheaper. Essentially,
the ECB – through the national
Central Banks such as ours on
Dame Street – are creating money

All this sounds
a lot like the
trickle-down
econonics
we’ve heard
about in the
past... 

E

out of thin air to buy loans from
the banks in the hope that this will
encourage them to use that money
to create more loans for firms and
families at even lower interest
rates. 
However, interest rates are al-

ready about as low as they can go
and, in Ireland at least, there are
more fundamental challenges to
deal with such as the still-sizeable
boom-time debt overhang. On top
of that, new rules from Dame
Street on the size of deposit you
need before you qualify for a mort-
gage could put a dampener on
credit growth, exactly as they are
designed to do. Savers will also
lose out as interest rates fall even
further, and stay lower for longer.

Secondly, because the ECB is
using new money to buy banks’
loans, forcing down the interest
rates, the profitability of new lend-
ing will fall vis-à-vis other invest-
ments, such as shares and houses.
Since everyone in the financial

markets knows this, they will bid
up the prices of all assets. If you
own a house or have a stock port-
folio, this is good news. 
Indeed, you are supposed to feel

richer, so that you are more in-
clined to buy a new car, build an
extension to your house or splash
out in the sales. Economists call it
the ‘wealth effect’. 
Of course, the fewer assets you

have, the less you gain. Thirdly, the
euro currency will continue to

What has the ECB 
done for me lately?

weaken. Not great if you’re plan-
ning holidays outside the Euro-
zone, but fantastic for our
exporters. While the big multina-
tionals are not as sensitive to cur-
rency movements, smaller
indigenous exporters rely more on
the UK and US markets than do
those in continental Eurozone
economies. 
They will be more competitive,

sell more of their products, and
hire more workers to meet the in-
creased demand. On the downside,
the price of many imported con-
sumer goods will rise, and the full
benefit of falling oil prices will not
feed through to prices at the
pump.
And what does it mean for the

age of austerity? All else being
equal, the PPM should see interest
rates on new Irish Government
debt remain lower than would oth-
erwise be the case, helping to keep

a lid on the hefty annual interest
bill (€7.5bn in 2014). So, that
should give the Government a lit-
tle more margin for manoeuvre to
‘give something back’ before the
election. 
If the PPM is successful, how-

ever, prices of everyday goods will
rise. This puts an onus on Govern-
ment, therefore, to ensure those
on low and fixed incomes get more
money in their back pocket to
match the increased cost-of-living.
But, this all sounds a lot like the

sort of trickle-down economics
we’ve heard so much about in the
past, right? 
The rich getting richer, and

everyone else getting relatively
poorer? Precisely.

Banking hub: The ECB’s plush, new HQ dominates
Frankfurt’s skyline PICTURE: European Central Bank/Robert Metsch

Banking inquiry: Jean-Claude
Trichet PICTURE: Photocall Ireland
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By Louise

O’Reilly

PICTURE: Brian (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Public servants want fair share of the recovery
HE public servants
represented by SIPTU
in the education and
other sectors have

seen their pay packets
slimmed down considerably
over the last six years, begin-
ning with what Fianna Fáil at
the time called the “pension
levy”. 
The truth is, of course, that this

pay cut was taken from all workers
in the public service, even those
who had no access to the pension
scheme. 
This was followed by a series of

cuts and other measures, such as in-
creased working hours and reduced
sick-leave entitlements which
(while they were agreed by national
ballots) were painful for members
to endure.  
All of this took place against the

backdrop of severely diminished
public sector numbers with in-
creased demands for more public

When the call to don
the green jersey was
made, public servants
shouldered their
share. They now 
demand their share 
of the recovery too 

services. In the education sector
student numbers have been in-
creasing steadily while the num-
bers in employment have declined.  
As the column inches start to fill

up with talk of “green shoots” and
recovery we will be reminding
public service employers and the
general public that when the call to
don the green jersey was made,
public servants shouldered their

share of the adjustment. They will
now rightly demand their share of
the recovery too.  
Pay restoration will be a key

focus for SIPTU members in 2015
as well as ensuring that any relax-
ation of the moratorium on re-
cruitment is applied evenly to
lower-paid public servants and not
just ring-fenced for senior grades.
We see already that private sector

workers are winning pay rises in
the manufacturing and other sec-
tors – public servants cannot be
left behind in this process.  
If the time is right to start talk-

ing about a recovery, then it is the
right time for our members in the
public service to demand their
share of the recovery too.

T

THE campaign for a 5% pay
rise across the economy will
gather pace over the coming
weeks and months with em-
ployers in hundreds of work-
places entering into
negotiations with SIPTU rep-
resentatives.
SIPTU General President, Jack

O’Connor, has said the current
focus is on securing increases in
the private sector, particularly
within manufacturing and serv-
ices, where he said SIPTU “was
driving the pay agenda.”
The average pay increase negoti-

ated by SIPTU during 2014 was in
excess of 2% over 12 months. 
Notable successes include a 9.4%

increase over 54 months agreed
with Allergan Pharmaceuticals in
county Mayo, a 7% increase over 36
months at Essilor Organic Lens in
county Clare and a 8% over 24
months at building industry sup-
plier Amari in Dublin.
In some workplaces, including

Covidien in Athlone and Liebherr
Container Cranes in Killarney, ini-
tial Labour Court recommenda-
tions on increases were rejected by
workforces who then secured bet-

ter deals.
Nicholas McSweeney, a SIPTU

shop steward in Irish Distillers in
Middleton, Co Cork, was part of
the negotiating team that secured
a 2.5% pay rise for 2015.
He told Liberty: “The negotia-

tions were difficult with lots of to-
ing and fro-ing over the backdating
of the pay rise for 2014, eventually,
agreement was arrived at. 
“I think it is important to keep

getting these pay rises for the
members personally so they have
more income as well as for the
union so it maintains its member-

ship and strength.”
Talks on pay increases in the

public sector are also expected to
get under way in the coming
weeks.
Responding to speculation over

the setting up of a process of ‘so-
cial dialogue’ with the Government
that will include negotiations on
public sector pay increases, Jack
O’Connor said: “No one has spo-
ken to us here in SIPTU yet about
it, I don’t know what they’re going
to be saying.”
He added: “I wouldn’t imagine

there will be any bonanza [in pub-

lic sector pay] and we are not in
any way preoccupied in talking to
people who haven’t had much in-
terest in talking to us for the last
five or six years.” 
Minister for Public Expenditure

and Reform, Brendan Howlin, has
said the Government will outline
in a spring economic statement the
parameters for future pay talks.
Howlin commented that he has

a duty to engage with public sector
unions about how to unwind fi-
nancial emergency legislation that
underpins pay cuts.

Fight is on for pay rises across all sectors

CHILDCARE workers from
across the country will
protest outside Leinster
House, Dublin, on Tuesday,
17th February, to highlight
the need to invest in early
childhood education. 
The protest, organised by the

Association of Childhood Profes-
sionals (ACP) and supported by
SIPTU, will bring together profes-

sionals concerned with ensuring
that adequate supports are pro-
vided for children at the founda-
tion stage of development.
According to the OECD, Ireland

has the highest childcare costs of
any of its 34 member countries.
A family with two children will
spend on average 40% of their
earnings on meeting childcare
costs. Despite these massive
costs, the average yearly wage for

a fully qualified childcare worker
is between €8.65 and €10.50, ac-
cording to Early Childhood Ire-
land.
SIPTU Community Sector Or-

ganiser, Darragh O’Connor, told
Liberty: “Ireland needs a genuine
conversation about the future of
early childhood education. You
cannot deliver a quality, afford-
able childcare without investing
in skilled and committed work-

ers.”
ACP Chairperson Marian

Quinn said: “This is an essential
service that parents cannot af-
ford to pay more for and that
early childhood professionals,
both employers and employees,
cannot afford to continue subsi-
dising by low wages and volun-
tary administrative support.”
She added: “We are demanding
that the Government steps in

and recognises and accepts their
responsibility to provide suffi-
cient funding to adequately re-
source all areas of high quality
childcare provision.  
“Earning a professional wage

and seeking to support a child’s
development should not be mu-
tually exclusive but can only be
achieved through government
funding.”

Childcare workers to take protest to Dáil
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By John 

Halligan TD

It may be no bad thing if both large right-wing blocs
came together to create a clearer left-right divide

PICTURE: Photocall Ireland

A new Dáil is possible

HERE is no doubt that
Independents – and
notably left-leaning
Independents – will

be returned to the next Dáil
in large numbers. 
From winning 15% of the vote in

the 2011 General Election, the sup-
port for ‘Independents and Others’
has consistently grown in opinion
polls to an average of almost 30%.
The strength of that left-wing Inde-
pendent vote, coupled with the
splintered support for mainstream
political parties, means the 2016
General Election will offer Irish
people the first credible prospect,
in the history of the State, of elect-
ing a truly left-wing government. 
There is huge conjecture as to

whether the historically divergent
views on the left can be brought to-
gether to offer a strong, united gov-
ernment. Are we on the left too
different in our many views and
ideologies? 
True, there are varying degrees

of left-wing politics in this country
but the one common thread on the
Opposition benches, all along the
left-wing spectrum, is a complete
disgust with how the current ad-
ministration has decimated our so-
ciety and pushed one in seven
Irish people into poverty.
I was elected to legislate and I

have to believe in the possibility of
an alternative government that
poverty-proofs its budgets; that lis-
tens to people like Social Justice
Ireland and the St Vincent de Paul,

organisations working at the coal-
face of our society; that engages in
meaningful dialogue with the
small businesses that have suf-
fered so much. 
Our healthcare and education

systems are more fractured than
ever, a property bubble has once
again started in Dublin and an es-
timated 16% of people who have a

job are below the poverty line.
The policies pursued by succes-

sive Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael-led
governments have pushed tens of
thousands into poverty while help-
ing the rich to get richer. 
Right-wing governments make

working-class people pay, and this
has never been more apparent
than during the last seven years of

austerity. It may be no bad thing if
both large right-wing blocs came
together to create a clearer left-
right divide although no self-re-
specting socialist would welcome
a government that such an historic
alliance would produce. 
Similarly, the corpse of the PDs

should be left to rot instead of
being brought to life by Lucinda

Creighton and her potential allies. 
There is no question in my mind

that the time has come to consider
the prospect of a left alternative
and it is inconceivable to achieve
that without progressive inde-
pendents, as well as Sinn Féin and
Labour. 
Before seeking inclusion in any

potential left-wing government,
Labour members would do well to
re-read their 2011 Programme for
Government with Fine Gael. 
Promising a “new era in poli-

tics”, that document claimed vot-
ers had looked to them to “mend
the pieces of a fractured society, a
broken economy and to provide a
sense of collective hope in our
shared future”. 
There are rank-and-file members

of Labour who are unhappy with
what their leadership has allowed
to prevail. We need to leave a door
open for dialogue with Labour
Party supporters. But they need to
stand up to the plate now.
Given Fianna Fáil’s and Fine

Gael’s decimation of the country
and its communities, I would have
a grave difficulty dealing with ei-
ther of those two parties. But it
would be dishonest of me to say I
won’t deal with anyone else,
should I be re-elected in 2016. 
For too long, a combination of

the right has ruled this country. I
am genuinely prepared – and in-
deed excited at the prospect – to
work with others on the left to
offer an alternative to Irish voters,
based on shared principles. That
would have a very positive impact. 

John Halligan is an Independent TD for
Waterford

T

‘Win for workers’ follows docks protest
AGREEMENT has been
reached to end a long-
running dispute between
workers in Dublin Port’s
south side and cement
producers Ecocem.
The deal, brokered on Satur-

day, 24th January, came after
workers had earlier in the day
stood in front of trucks lined
up on the quayside about to
be loaded with a consignment
of slag from the MV Arlow
Beacon.
Ten dock workers taking

part in the protest were
joined by 30 colleagues from
Dublin Port’s north side as
well as Ken Fleming Inspec-
torate Co-ordinator Britain &
Ireland and Jerry Brennan
from SIPTU.
Fleming applauded the

“great solidarity” shown by
the truck drivers in refusing
to line up the trucks under
the hopper.
So-called ‘self-handling’ by

ships crew, which has been in
operation on the south side
for about 10 years, is opposed
by unions and has been the
subject of legal action.
Protests against self-han-

dling resulted in a High Court
injunction last year, so the
workers were risking another
legal challenge by staging the
early morning protest.
Senior shop steward Dave

Quinn, speaking at the
protest, said: “Enough is
enough. I have not had a full
week’s wages since Christ-
mas. We will not stand by and
see other workers come into
this port – our port – and take
away our livelihood. If we
have to go to jail, so be it.”
In the event, that didn’t

happen as SIPTU and the ITF
sought meetings with Ecocem
and Dublin Cargo Handlers in
a bid to find agreement. 
Ships were boarded and

talks were held with the crews

which was useful in bringing
both parties to the talks table
instead of the High Court.
Describing the outcome of

the negotiations as “a win for
workers”, Ken Fleming said
that a set of proposals had
been agreed guaranteeing
workers they would be be
used at all times when ships
berth on the south bank. 
“They have also agreed to

put in place a trade union
agreement to cover self-han-
dling ships. Ecocem stated
that the agreement with these
ships to provide crew to of-
fload cargo expires in three
months’ time. 
“The company agreed that it

will not renew this agreement
and instead will look to
SIPTU/ITF to use trade union
labour.”
He added: “All in all, it was

a great way to spend a fine,
fresh Saturday in Dublin,” he
said.

Some of the dock workers 
involved in the quayside protest
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By Scott Millar

Reclaiming the reform agenda
AST YEAR he ran for
the leadership of the
Labour Party, and
lost. However, Alex

White is now a loyal cabinet
member in charge of a wide-
ranging portfolio and he has
plenty of ideas about what
needs to be done. 
Sitting in his office on the top

floor of the Department of Com-
munications, Energy and Natural
Resources on Adelaide Road, which
surveys the low-rise cityscape of
Dublin’s southside, White first
considers the issues surrounding
Irish Water.
“The Government could have

taken some more time to plan and
establish this whole initiative,” he
says, but quickly adds: “It is one
that I agree with and I think is very
important. I think it is right to pro-
vide water services in an inte-

grated way, not county by county.
Irish Water is also a vehicle to at-
tract investment in order to build
and sustain a modern water infra-
structure that we do not have.”
He adds: “I think the biggest ob-

jection, last year, was in terms of
affordability. I’m a TD as well as a
Minister and that is what people
have been saying, that they were
worried that costs were too high,
particularly for families.”
He believes that the issue of af-

fordability has been “dealt with”,
along with the issue of clarity, with
water charge costs now fixed until
2019. However, he does under-
stand that for some it is a “ques-
tion of the principle of whether
you pay for water”. He believes
that “it is right that you part-fund
[water services] with usage
charges” both to allow Irish Water
to borrow internationally but also
to encourage water conservation.
One personality that spans both

the water charges issue and
White’s brief of regulating the
media is businessman and media
owner Denis O’Brien.  White in-
sists he will not be drawn on dis-
cussing “any individuals”.

However, he does point to legisla-
tion that was passed earlier this
year dealing with media mergers,
which are now under the remit of
his Department.
“We are publishing guidelines at

the moment to apply to any future
merger applications,” he said. “If
there are future proposals for
mergers they will go through a
two-phase process. One is your tra-
ditional assessment by the Compe-
tition Authority. Then it will come
essentially to me. 
“The new guidelines, which are

currently subject to public consul-
tation, establish that where there
is an application giving rise to con-

cern over proliferation in relation
to [media] ownership, we will have
a transparent process that seeks to
ensure the public interest is pro-
tected and that we will have a plu-
rality of the media.”
On the proposal to introduce a

public service broadcasting charge
to replace the TV licence fee that
would mean every household,
whether they own a TV set or not,
would pay, White accepts “that it is
probably not a good time to be
talking about charges”. However,
he does see “a lot of merit” in a
broadcasting charge in order to
maintain a steady stream of fund-
ing for public media production.

“But we’re not going to be able to
do it for 2015”, he adds.
Another controversial area for

which White’s department is ac-
countable is the governing regime
for oil and gas exploration. He sup-
ports the work his predecessor as
minister, Pat Rabbitte, has done to
establish a tax regime that will en-
courage exploration but also allow
for higher revenues to be accrued
to the State if major discoveries are
made in the future.
He refers to the report compiled

by research company Wood
McKenzie concerning the Irish tax
regime on oil and gas production.
“Wood McKenzie are of the view

that we have the right regime as of
now but it is something that as a
Government we should always
make sure we keep under review
to ensure it is in the best interests
of the country.”
On the contentious issue of frack-
ing, White is clear that no licences,
even for exploratory work, will be
granted by him for this gas produc-
tion technique until an Environ-
mental Protection Agency report is
complete. 
“I don’t intend entertaining any

applications in relation to fracking
until I see that report which will
not be completed for two or more
years,” he says.
White believes that the Govern-

ment and in particular the Labour
Party must reassert their commit-
ment to the “reform agenda” over
the coming months. 
One step that could be taken in

the short term is the ending of the
Economic Management Council
(EMC). This sub-committee of the
Cabinet, which consists of the
Taoiseach, Tánaiste, Minister for
Finance and Minister for Public Ex-
penditure and Reform, was set up
at the beginning of this Govern-
ment’s term to oversee decisions
relating to the economic crisis.
White says: “I do not see a per-

manent need for the EMC. I don’t
think a body such as that in our
governmental system is appropri-
ate as a permanent fixture.”
He points out that Labour has

overseen a number of important
political reforms since 2011, “in-
cluding a ceiling on corporate po-
litical donations, extended
freedom of information provi-
sions, strong whistleblower protec-
tions and legislation on a
compulsory register for political
lobbyists”.
But White admits much more is

needed. 
“There were a whole lot of re-

form issues that we were supposed
to address in the course of this gov-
ernment that we haven’t really got
to yet. A lot of people, even in gov-

ernment, are disappointed that we
haven’t done as much reform as
we would like to have done. 
“I think it should be one of the

issues in the general election. I
think the Labour Party should be
very much to the forefront in ad-
vocating more and better reforms
of the way the Oireachtas works. Is
our democracy working? I think
one of the things that the water
protests show up is not just a con-
cern over water but a real sense of
many people being disenfran-
chised and not feeling politically
represented.” 
The Dublin South TD is cur-

rently managing the Labour Party
campaign for the May referendum
on Marriage Equality and supports
early referenda on other reform
proposals including a reduction in
the voting age from 18 to 16 and
on the much-criticised blasphemy
law.

Asked why the Labour Party is a
particular focus of public anger,
White replies: “I think people ex-
pect a lot of the Labour Party – and
rightly so”.
He adds: “This was a period

where I think it was necessary to
have the Labour Party in govern-
ment. Have we persuaded working
people that that was so? A lot of
them are not persuaded, but I have
absolutely no doubt in my mind
that we would not have been able
to maintain a level of decency, so-
cial protection and indeed social
cohesion without Labour in gov-
ernment.”
Although he accepts there is a

crisis in social democracy interna-
tionally, he believes the Labour
Party still has a mission to ensure
that the effects “of a system of cap-
italism which is throwing up more
and more inequalities” are at least
curtailed.
“How do we communicate that

fact to people? That is the big chal-
lenge for us in the next year. There
is no doubt about that.”

L

I have no doubt
we would not
have been able
to maintain a
level of decency,
social protection
and cohesion
without Labour
in government

A lot of people,
even in 
government, 
are disappointed
that we haven’t
done as much 
reform as we
would like to 
have done

Alex White emphasises that Labour
in government has overseen a range
of important political reforms but
admits communicating this at the
next election will be a challenge

PICTURE: Photocall Ireland
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Deposits will 
present thousands
with an almost 
impossible savings
mountain. 
Many will have to 
rent, pushing up 
rents further, 
particularly in
greater Dublin

By Ger Gibbons

Abolishing the USC but keeping the progressive bits...

New mortgage rules may
deepen crisis in housing

EW regulations on
residential mortgage
lending announced
by the Central Bank

on 27th January are likely to
pose severe challenges for
many buyers and add to the
Ireland’s housing crisis.
The Central Bank has introduced

new limits for ‘Loan-to-Value’
(LTV) and ‘Loan-to-Income’ (LTI)
limits for different categories of
buyers.  In summary, non-first
time buyers will need a 20% de-
posit for all borrowings while first-
time buyers will need a 10%
deposit for a home valued at up to
€220,000, and a 20% deposit on all
amounts above €220,000. In addi-
tion, all loans are capped at 3.5
times gross income.
For example, first-time buyers

intending to purchase a home val-
ued at €200,000 will need a de-
posit of €20,000 to draw down a
mortgage of €180,000 and to have
a gross income of €51,500. Non-
first time buyers purchasing a sim-
ilar home will need a deposit of
€40,000 for a mortgage of
€160,000 and a gross income of
€45,750.
Lending institutions will be able

to set aside these requirements in
certain cases but there are (low)
caps on the total value of loans
breaching these requirements that
can be issued each year.
Not all borrowers will be af-

fected. The LTV limits will not
apply to borrowers in negative eq-
uity applying for a loan for a new
property, to switcher mortgages or
to loans restructuring mortgages in
arrears or pre-arrears. 
The LTI limits will not apply to

switcher mortgages or for loans re-
structuring mortgages in arrears or
pre-arrears (but they will apply to
borrowers in negative equity ap-
plying for a loan for a new prop-

THE Universal Social Charge
(USC) was introduced in the
December 2010 budget, re-
placing both the Income Levy
and the Health Levy, and tak-
ing effect from January 2011.
It now accounts for approxi-

mately one-fifth of total income
tax and approximately one-tenth
of all tax, yielding an estimated
€3.7 billion in 2014 and an esti-
mated €4.2 billion in 2015. It
clearly is a very major part of the
Irish taxation system. 
According to the Department of

Finance, the “overriding policy in-
tention” for introducing the USC

erty). The new regulations are only
slightly less onerous (i.e. for first-
time buyers) than the drafts issued
last October, and will pose an enor-
mous challenge for many intend-
ing buyers. 
The deposit requirements will

present thousands with an almost
impossible savings mountain.
Many will have to rent, pushing up
rents further, particularly in the
greater Dublin area. 
Many will simply work to save,

posing a risk to overall consumer
demand. Others may turn to other
legal or illegal sources of finance. 

According to the Revenue Com-
missioners, most people earn less
than €50,000. A single buyer earn-
ing this amount will be limited to
a mortgage of €175,000. However,
the average price of a house in
Dublin is now estimated to be
€282,000 and €160,000 outside
Dublin. 
Many people may be forced into

buying far from their work and
family supports. And the only peo-
ple likely to able to breach the de-
posit and income requirements are
young professionals with high, fu-
ture-earning potential. 

There is an argument that these
type of measures were needed dur-
ing the Celtic Tiger years, not at a
time when we face a housing
shortage.
Central Bank Governor Patrick

Honohan has said the new regula-
tions “are flexible enough to be ad-
justed in the future should the
need arise”.  
The social impact of these new

measures must be considered and
addressed by the Central Bank and
by the Government, if home own-
ership is not to be put beyond the
reach of thousands of individuals
and couples.

back in 2011 was to ensure that all
income earners would pay the
USC, i.e. that it would actually be
“universal”. 
The Department has pointed out

that approximately one million in-
come earners paid the Health Levy
and one-and-a-half million income
earners the Income Levy in 2010
but that two million paid the USC
in 2011. 
There is little doubt that there

are strongly progressive elements
to the USC. For example, the scope
for wealthy earners to avoid liabil-
ity through large contributions to
private pension funds is not possi-
ble while passive investors cannot
reduce their liability through capi-

tal allowances.  Furthermore, there
are no exemptions for income than
can avoid other forms of taxation,
e.g. income from forestry, mining
or patent royalties etc.  
But it is also the case that there

are deeply regressive aspects to the
USC. The charge could be com-
pared to a flat tax – the same 7%
rate applies to all income between
€17,577 and €70,043. 
There is also a substantial in-

crease in liability, from 3.5% to 7%,
on income above €17,576. And
there is no ‘social dimension’ to
the USC, with the proceeds going
into central exchequer funding.
In 2011, the Department of Fi-

nance estimated that moving from

the USC system as was then in
place, to its definition of “highly
progressive” system (i.e. no liabil-
ity below €15,000 and then pro-
gressive rates of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%
and 10%) and that raised €4 billion
a year, would cost €1 billion in the
first year and €1.35 billion in a full
year. 
It said that this could not be

done due to the state of the public
finances at the time.
However, the public finances

while not yet ‘fixed’ are in a better
position than they were in 2011.
And it is also possible that some of
the costs of moving to a more pro-
gressive system have already been
incurred through some of the

changes that have been made in
the intervening years (e.g. raising
the threshold from €4,000 to
€12,000). 
Despite these changes, the USC

remains a significant regressive
charge on many incomes which
must be abolished. 
Abolishing the USC and moving

towards a more progressive 
mechanism would help raise living
standards for low earners, (thereby
supporting domestic demand), and
continue to provide much-needed
public services. Any resources
available for taxation reform in
Budget 2016 should be directed to-
wards this end.

N

New mortgage rules mean many
can look, but few can afford to buy...

PICTURE: Photocall Ireland
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By 

Niall Crowley

HE came like the war
weary generals of old
to inspect the battle-
field. There was a lull

in the fighting, and the battle
could even be turning in her
favour. 
The timing was right. The local

commanders needed a bit of sup-
port. There was disaffection in the
ranks. The troops needed a boost
that all was going to plan.
She did a series of TV selfies

with the local commanders. They
loved it. A walk with a bobbing
Enda down the corridor of power.
A beaming Brendan all wrapped up
in his winter best marching up the
street to meet her. A blushing
Michael performing for her at a
press conference.
She took to the airwaves to ad-

dress the troops. Not for the gen-
erals the treacherous terrain of the
trenches. She addressed us from
the Castle. She pulled out all the
stops. “The true heroes, the ones
who have really taken the brunt
and will take the benefit, are the
people of Ireland and their repre-
sentatives,” she said. We blushed
with pride.

A hero, Wikipedia tells us, is a
person who in the face of danger
and adversity displays courage or
self-sacrifice for some greater
good. 
Well, there has been no shortage

of adversity and she can justly
claim that the economy was in
danger. Self-sacrifice, though,
seems to be taking it too far. Is it
heroic to be sacrificed? 
The greater good is the most in-

sulting. This project was never
about some greater good. Austerity
is about re-establishing a status
quo of an economy that benefits
the few and that continues to de-
stroy the planet. Hardly the greater
good. 
This is all not surprising. This

was, after all, the IMF’s Christine
Lagarde, defender of austerity,
enemy of debt conferences. She is
a big fan of the Irish model of aus-

terity. 
“If I look at the numbers, clearly

the Irish recovery is quite extraor-
dinary because when you look at
growth... it is up and the highest in
the Eurozone. If you look at unem-
ployment, it is down by almost
three percentage points. If you
look at debt, it is declining. If you
look at deficit, it has been halved
almost. So almost all those num-
bers are really solid and give the di-

rection of a good recovery.” 
The numbers, when it comes to

unemployment, are not only solid,
they are unacceptably high. 
She offered no numbers in rela-

tion to poverty. When challenged
on the high rate of poverty and its
impact, she was sympathetic and
caring. But she immediately added:
“When we have to get into a terri-
tory when a country calls for help,
it is that they have not been able

to manage the situation. 
“They have run spending way

ahead of what they could afford.
They are not controlling their pub-
lic finances. And the situation is
very bad. 
“So we have to go in and help

the country, restoring economic
conditions, restoring access to fi-
nancing and making sure that the
economy is back into job creation
and not job destruction.” Heroes
one and all, indeed.
She gave no numbers in relation

to debt. If she had she could have
confirmed that Irish debt is now
just over €200 billion, 111% of
GDP. This is up from around €43
billion and just over 25% of GDP in
2006.  She merrily waved this away
as going in the right direction
given the decrease from 2013
(€215 billion and 123% of GDP).
We will never know how she

feels about the solid number of
€64 billion of this debt that is a re-
sult of the bank rescues nor of the
€8.5 billion in interest payments
made by the Irish Exchequer last
year. This solid number is more
than the total budget allocation for
Education of €8.3 billion in 2014.
Debt forgiveness and debt con-

ferences are not for Christine La-
garde. They merited the sniffiest
of dismissals. “Collective endeav-

S
All smiles as Christine
goes over the books...

Debt forgiveness
and debt 
confereneces 
are not for 
Christine Lagarde 
... they merited 
the sniffiest of 
dismissals

Austerity 
was about
re-establishing 
an economy 
that benefits 
the few and 
continues to 
destroy the planet

ours are welcome but at the same
time a debt is a debt and it is a con-
tract.” 
Not a peep from Michael who

had lately re-established links be-
tween Ireland and Greece with his
support for the Syriza proposal for
a European Debt Conference Enda
does not approve however..
Then she was gone. Off to more

bracing climes in Davos. We never
even got a word in.

All smiles: Taoiseach Enda Kenny
greets Christine Lagarde. Next
stop, Davos...  PICTURES: Photocall Ireland

The death has taken place of 
financial journalist, Colm Rapple. The
journalist, whose books on personal
finances have helped tens of thou-
sands of hard pressed Irish people,
was also a member of the SIPTU Oil
and Gas Review Group. He made a

major contribution to the important
report entitled “Optimising Ireland’s
Oil and Gas Resources” which was
published by the union in June 2011.
He was an ardent critic of the Irish taxa-

tion and licencing regime for oil and gas
which he argued was over-generous to the
industry. Colm was a former business edi-

tor of the Irish Independent in the early
1970s. He also worked with the Irish Press,
Irish Examiner, the Sunday Business Post
and more recently the Irish Mail on Sunday.
Colm was a long-time activist and member
of the National Union of Journalists. Our
sincere condolences go to his wife, Nuala
and children, Simone and Rory.  

The late Colm Rapple Picture: Photocall

Death of journalist who helped hard pressed citizens
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E ARE here today
to commemorate
the memory of
Jim Larkin, so-

cialist visionary, working
class leader and founder of
our trade union. We are doing
so at the onset of a year
which will turn a new chapter
in the history of Ireland and
of Europe.
Here in this jurisdiction we are

back on the offensive to begin re-
trieving the ground lost during the
period which followed the implo-
sion of the credit-fuelled property
bubble and the great collapse of
the capitalist economic system
globally, in 2008.  We will be
emerging from the difficult com-
promises that we had to make in
the industrial and the political
arena in face of the most savage as-
sault on working people since the
1930s.  
All of these, from the protocol

with the employers in the private
sector through the Croke Park and
Haddington Road Agreements in
the public sector and the call on
Labour to step into hell in the cur-
rent coalition to head off the
threat of a single party Fine Gael
government, or worse, were ele-
ments of a rear-guard strategy de-
signed to hold as much ground as
we could in the face of overwhelm-
ing odds.  
We adopted it in order to limit

the outsourcing of jobs on an in-
dustrial scale, to maintain the
basic integrity of our social welfare
system and key public services, to
forestall the wholesale sell-off of
our critically important public en-
terprises at bargain basement
prices, to protect the right to or-
ganise and to prevent the abolition
of the legislative mechanisms that
serve as the threshold of decency
for pay and terms of employment
in our economy. 

This was the correct course at a
time when the State budget deficit
was the highest in all of Europe,
higher even than that of Greece.
But now in the light of improv-

ing economic conditions we are
embarking on a major campaign
targeting pay increases of 5%
across the economy.   Meanwhile,
we will soon be confronting ex-
ploitation in a new battle to estab-
lish a minimum living wage of
€11.45 an hour across all those
sectors of the economy where the
gross exploitation of vulnerable

  
 

  
  

    
  
  

  
 

  
 

We are back on
the offensive to
begin retrieving
ground lost 
during the period 
following the 
collapse of the
capitalist 
economic system 
globally in 2008

W

Speech by SIPTU General President, Jack O’Connor, to mark the anniversary of the
death of James Larkin in 1947, at Glasnevin Cemetery, Dublin, on 31st January, 2015
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clearly evident across the main-
stream of the political spectrum.  
It has been demonstrated by the

European Central Bank’s major
quantitative easing initiative,
which, while offering the prospect
of stalling a total collapse, will not
succeed in the absence of a parallel
fiscal initiative to stimulate aggre-
gate demand across the continent.
In this regard, we emphatically

support Syriza’s call for a Debt
Conference.   They are promoting
a sophisticated formula for the
warehousing of debt by the ECB,
which is being crudely misrepre-
sented as a simplistic demand that
their liabilities be written off.   The
course they are promoting would
facilitate the release of hundreds
of billions of euro to ramp up the
Juncker Plan to the level de-
manded by the European Trade

Larkin’s grave  
PICTURE: Photocall
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Workers back on 
the pay offensive

workers is the order of the day.  
In parallel with all of this we are

preparing a national campaign to
apply pressure on the Government
to commence the task of abolish-
ing the Universal Social Charge and
replacing it with a new mechanism
which will be equally efficient as a
means of raising revenue from the
better off while removing the bur-
den on those on low to middle in-
comes.
Apart from the critical role of

this agenda in terms of rebuilding
the living standards of working
people and combatting inequality
in our society, putting money in
peoples’ pockets will also fuel con-
sumption, reinforcing the momen-
tum of job creation and recovery.

DEBT CONFERENCE
In the wider European context, we
enthusiastically welcome the dra-
matic victory of Syriza in Greece
last Sunday, which signals the be-
ginning of the end of the night-
mare of the one-sided austerity
experiment, which has bedevilled
the peoples of Europe and threat-
ens the future of the democratic
system itself.  
The intellectual case for one-

sided austerity is utterly redun-
dant.  It didn’t work in theory and
now we know, at horrendous cost,
that it doesn’t work in practice ei-
ther.  The experiment has been
tried and failed spectacularly.  
That analysis is no longer re-

stricted to those on the Left but is

The intellectual
case for one-sided
austerity is utterly 
redundant. It 
didn’t work in 
theory and now 
we know, at 
horrendous cost,
that it doesn’t
work in practice
either 
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What first left-
of-centre 
government in 
our history could
do is reassert the 
interests of the
common good, 
shifting balance 
decisively in
favour of working
people 
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that it will not be possible to re-
build our public health service,
eradicate housing waiting lists, de-
velop a proper pension provision
for all who work in the private sec-
tor and all the other aspects of
public provision which charac-
terise a civilised society, while si-
multaneously abolishing property
tax, eliminating water charges and

removing the burden of the Uni-
versal Social Charge on low to mid-
dle income families, all in one go.
We have to develop clear, coherent
priorities around egalitarian con-
cepts of public provision under-
pinned by fair taxation and
sustainable economic growth.
Moreover, we have to be able to
demonstrate the capacity to pro-

vide stable Government and an
economic and industrial policy
that recognises the reality of glob-
alisation and the key role that for-
eign direct investment must
continue to play here for a long
time to come.  
However, what the first left-of-

centre government in the history
of the State could do is to reassert

the interests of the common good,
shifting the balance decisively in
favour of working people and
those who depend most on public
services.
All this calls for a level of intel-

lectual engagement around policy
formation, free of the restrictions
of sectarian party political inter-
ests.  It is not enough for any party
or individual on the Left to do well
in the election.  The inevitable
corollary of that is that the politi-
cal Right will win and reassert ab-
solute hegemony over policy
formation, thus reinstating the
order of things that has led us to
our third major economic collapse
in 60 years rendering us uniquely
as the only country in Europe with
a lower population than it had in
the pre-Famine 1840s.  
Our recent history provides a

salutary lesson on the conse-
quences of allowing the Right an
absolute monopoly of power.  We

know what happened following
the 1997 General Election when
the virulently neo-liberal so-called
Progressive Democrats grabbed the
balance of power.  
The ensuing years saw the pri-

vatisation of our key strategic tele-
coms company, Eircom, the selling
off of our three State banks, the
promotion of policies to transfer
wealth upwards and the disman-
tlement of financial regulation, re-
sulting in the ensuing credit-led
property bubble and catastrophic
collapse.  
We must never let it happen

again, we must set aside petty sec-
tarian differences and seize the
moment.  This is the challenge pre-
sented by the legacy of Jim Larkin,
James Connolly and all of their
heroic comrades.  More impor-
tantly, it is the challenge presented
by the interests of civil society and
the primacy of the common good
today and for the future.
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Honour guard flanked 
Jim Larkin’s cortege as it
moved towards Glasnevin

Jack O’Connor: ‘dramatic possibilities
are now opening up as we approach
the centenary of the 1916 Rising’
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  It didn’t work in theory and
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Union Congress in their imagina-
tive call for another “Marshall
Plan”. 
This could provide the resources

to conclude a new settlement be-
tween Capital and Labour in every
stressed country, entailing a trade
-off between major fiscal initia-
tives to promote job creation and
growth on the one hand and re-
forms in employment policy on
the other, underpinned by a pro-
gressive system of flexicurity.  
This new ‘concordat’would repli-

cate the great post war settlement,
which resulted in more than a gen-
eration of unprecedented and con-
sistent economic growth, raising
living standards in Western Europe
to a greater degree than had ever
been experienced before over a
similar timeframe in recorded his-
tory. 
This is the civilised sustainable

alternative to the barbarically bru-
tal assault on organised labour and
essential public services which is
inherent in the one sided austerity
formula and which continues to be
driven by Germany and those at
the top of the financial system in
the creditor countries.  
Their approach is only a recipe

for catastrophic confrontation, the
exponential growth of xenophobic
racism and the political right and
the ultimate demise of the euro
and the European project itself.

‘CHARTER 2016’
Dramatic possibilities are now
opening up here in Ireland as we
approach the centenary of the
1916 Rising.  At this extraordinary
juncture, history is presenting a
‘once in a century’ opportunity to
reassert the egalitarian ideals of
the 1916 Proclamation which were
suffocated in the counter-revolu-
tion which followed the founda-
tion of the State.  
It is incumbent upon all of us So-

cial Democrats, Left Republicans
and Independent Socialists who
are inspired by the egalitarian
ideals of Jim Larkin and James
Connolly to set aside sectarian di-
visions and develop a political
project aimed at winning the next
general election on a common plat-
form, let’s call it ‘Charter 2016’.
This would entail the most diffi-
cult and challenging intellectual
and political task, because when
the moment arrives, that the pro-
portion of the electorate who will
decide the outcome demand to
know what we are for, as distinct
simply from what we are against,
we have to be able to answer the
question comprehensively and in
forensic detail.
We have to face up to the reality
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By 

Paddy Cole

Our members
want to be 
registered, they
want standardised
uniforms and they
want their role to
be recognised

New Health Care sector set for launch
N March SIPTU will
launch a new Health
Care Sector at a na-
tional delegate semi-

nar in Trinity College Dublin. 
The seminar is the first of its

kind and aims to empower health
care assistants across the country
by taking them out of the shadows
and putting their agenda firmly
across the desk of Minister for
Health Leo Varadkar.
Justina Munitich, a SIPTU shop

steward and health care assistant
with 20 years’ experience in Por-
tiuncula Hospital told Liberty that
she was looking forward to the
seminar. She said that not only
her role but also the attitude to-
wards health care assistants has
changed greatly down the years. 
“When I started, the reality was

a health care assistant was viewed
as the general ‘dogsbody’ of the
hospital and that could be very
disheartening for any worker. That
is all changing. 
“I do not believe that the role

could have been supported, en-
hanced and developed further
without the help and vision of
SIPTU.”
Describing FETAC as a game

changer for health care assistants
across the country, Justina said: “It
gave us an education, it gave us
confidence in ourselves and the
courage to come out of the shad-
ows and to take real pride in our
work and the essential ‘hands-on’
patient care that we provide every
day.  Now, we can look forward to
our very first conference. We have
come a long way. It’s very excit-
ing.”
Cheryl Barron Hilliard, a health

care assistant at Marymount Uni-
versity Hospital and Hospice for
the past 10 years, spoke about her
day-to-day role with Liberty. 
She said: “Health care assistants

provide much more than essential

‘hands-on’ patient care. We pro-
vide emotional support to patients
and are trusted just like any other
member of staff. When somebody
is in a hospital, they are usually in
a very vulnerable position and do

not necessarily want to be there.
They want to be at home and well. 
“My job as a health care assis-

tant is to make sure that they get
the same treatment they would
expect to get in the comfort of

their own bed and to make sure
that they have dignity, ‘hands-on’
patient care and someone they can
trust and who can be a full sup-
port in their recovery.”
Speaking about the seminar

planned by the Health Care Com-
mittee, Cheryl claimed it could
not come soon enough. 
She added: “It has been a long

road but for the first time health
care assistants will have a plat-
form to have their voices heard by
the Minister.”
SIPTU Health Sector Organiser

Marie Butler said that the seminar

is the result of careful planning by
the National Health Care Commit-
tee in devising a strategy to de-
velop the role, recognition and
career of the health care assistant. 
She told Liberty: “This national

delegate seminar is only the begin-
ning. We have a clear message for
the Minister – our members want
to be registered, they want to have
a standardised and identifiable
uniform and they want their role
to be developed, funded and
recognised appropriately. 
“We look forward to outlining

our position to him in person this
March.” 

I Careful planning by the Health Care
Committee has made seminar a reality

Justina Munitich: ‘We’re no longer
viewed as the general dogsbody’

Cheryl Barron Hilliard:
‘Our voices will be heard’

A new mural was unveiled in
Belfast to commemorate the
city's trade union and ship-
building heritage on Friday,
30th January.
The mural on Pilot Street contains

58 images that relate to the maritime
and social heritage of Belfast port over
the last two centuries.

It also contains images of five key peo-
ple in the history of the ITGWU, James
Connolly, Jim Larkin, Winifred Carney,
Billy McMullen and John Quinn.
Among those who attended the un-

veiling of the mural were SIPTU Gen-
eral President, Jack O’Connor, and
Unite regional Secretary, Jimmy Kelly.

150 YEARS OF HOSPITALITY IN THE HEART OF DUBLIN

WWW.WYNNSHOTEL.IE

WYNN’S HOTEL DUBLIN
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AVAGED by funding
cuts and on the front-
line in areas devas-
tated by the effects of

austerity, community sector
workers are now being forced
into competing with one an-
other for their jobs.
It is in these circumstances that

the Dublin-based members of the
SIPTU Local Development Com-
pany (LDC) committee work to
maintain union organisation in the
sector and plan a campaign of ac-
tion to defend jobs and services.
Committee member, Conor

Ryan, has worked in the Blanchard-
stown Area Partnership for 14
years. A member of SIPTU through-
out this time, he believes the chal-
lenges facing the community
sector are currently at their most
severe.
He told Liberty: “Funding cuts

have seen the number of outreach
offices declining significantly. We
now have a situation with the 
Social Inclusion and Community
Activation Programme (SICAP) 
tendering process where commu-
nity sector companies are compet-
ing against one another where
they once co-operated.”
The SICAP process, which in-

volves local community develop-
ment companies and partnerships
tendering for contracts for educa-
tional assistance, job activation
and business start-up programmes
carries with it the threat of further
job losses in the sector. 
SICAP progammes will provide

the core funding that allows com-
munity sector companies to oper-
ate, without which other services –
including childcare, job clubs and
youth support groups – will also be
threatened. 
Under this threat, union activity

in the sector has increased. Part-
nerships often have staffs of sev-
eral dozen with many having more
than 80% union membership.
Other more recently organised
groups, such as the Dublin Inner
City Community Co-operative,
which oversees 15 community de-
velopment projects in the inner
city, have fewer SIPTU members. 

R
By Scott Millar

The privatisation of poverty
Siân Muldowney, who works at

administering projects in the co-
op, said: “I believe very strongly in
the concept of the union, for the
same reason that I work in com-
munity development – I want to
see social change.”
However, she is concerned that

the approach of the Government in
recent years has undermined the
ability of community development
to fulfill its role. 
“In previous years there was bet-

ter access to ministers. Walls have
gone up around this administra-
tion and we are unable to access
where decisions are being made.
There is a drive now to priviatise
the sector. It’s an entirely top-
down approach and there is no

leadership or development at com-
munity level at all,” she added.
It is a fear shared by her fellow com-

mittee members, including Richard
Costello. 
He said: “If you look at SICAP,

whatever companies are successful
in securing contracts are going to
become essentially service delivery
bodies and the target groups are es-
sentially those people the state has
deemed to be furthest away from
education or training. It does not
give you a lot of room for manoeu-
vre. It is a numbers game.”
Richard has worked in the com-

munity sector for 18 years, cur-
rently with the Rathmines Area
Partnership; he previously worked
for over a decade in Northern Ire-

land.  “Community organising in
the North is much more grassroots
with direct links to your elected
representatives and departments
of government which you don’t
have here. In the North, ministers
meet with you, department offi-
cials meet with you.”
Justin Purcell, of the Ballyfermot

Area Partnership, where most of
the workers are SIPTU members
and who meet regularly to discuss
union business, said: “The lack of
dialogue with the department and
minister is really frustrating a lot
of people. It is leading to demoral-
isation. 
“What we used to do was work

on community-led initiatives. Now
what you are doing are national

programmes that feed up into a
European programme. These
progammes often have targets that
bear little meaning to what is hap-
pening within communities.”
These developments have placed

great pressure on SIPTU members.
According to Gerard McLaughlin of
the Ballymun Area Partnership,
“workers are being challenged in
very new and different ways by the
working environment and union
activists are being challenged to
come up with responses. We have
to develop new mechanisms to
bring satisfactory conclusions for
workers.”
Richard added: “Where we find

ourselves today is doing bread and
butter union stuff, protecting
workers’ terms and conditions of
the employment. So far we are not
doing too bad but there is a lot of
room for improvement.”

SIPTU LDC Committee members (L to R) Siân Mul-
downey, Justin Purcell, Connor Ryan, Gerard
McLoughlin and Richard Costello PICTURE: Darragh O’Connor

There is a drive now to priviatise the sector... it’s an entirely 
top-down approach and there is no leadership or development
at community level at all

CALL AND DROP-IN CENTRE

The Region 4 Retir
ed Members’ S

ection

is setting up a call and drop-in centre regarding issues and information for retired members. 

A room in Connolly Hall, Cork, will be designated for this purpose.

Open first Tues
day of every mo

nth from 10.30
 a.m. to 12.30 p

.m.

Tel: 01 879432
7 
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By 

Ger 

Gibbons

PICTURE: Protestor in London, July 2014. Courtesy Vice Media.

TTIP: what does 
it mean for jobs?

AST July, in an other-
wise supportive re-
port, the Oireachtas
Joint Committee on

European Affairs conceded
that the proposed EU-US
Transatlantic Trade and In-
vestment Partnership (TTIP)
“may lead to job displace-
ment and loss of employ-
ment”, and called for a much
deeper debate on the full im-
plications of the proposed
agreement for Ireland. 
In mid-January, the Minister for

Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation,
Richard Bruton TD, said that TTIP
could lead to a 1.1% increase in
Irish GDP and 8,000 additional jobs
in Ireland.
These estimates are based in

part on the preliminary findings of
a study commissioned by the De-
partment of Jobs, Enterprise and
Innovation from the Danish eco-
nomic consultancy Copenhagen
Economics released last June. As
the final report has still not yet
been published, there is no way of
evaluating these estimates. 
The Minister’s estimates are also

based on a March 2013 study by
the London-based Centre for Eco-
nomic Policy Research (CEPR),
commissioned by the European
Commission. 
This study concluded that an

“ambitious agreement”, i.e. involv-
ing the total reduction of all re-
maining tariff barriers (e.g. on
agricultural products), a 25% reduc-
tion in “non-tariff barriers” (e.g.
“unnecessary” procedures) in
goods and services and a 50% re-
duction in public procurement bar-
riers, could lead to a 0.48%
“permanent increase in the
amount of wealth” that the Euro-
pean economy could produce
“each year”. 
It should be noted that the study

concluded these estimated bene-
fits would only fully accrue at the
end of a 10-year implementation
period, i.e. if an agreement were in
place by 2017, it would not be until
2027 before the estimated benefits
take full effect. 
More importantly, the CEPR

study also concluded that such an
agreement could mean that be-
tween 0.2% and 0.5% of the EU

L

labour force (i.e. roughly half a mil-
lion to 1.1 million workers) might
“have to change jobs and move
from one sector to another” over
the 10-year implementation pe-
riod. 
As we’re still awaiting the final

Irish study, there are no indica-
tions as to how many of these
workers might be in Ireland. An ad-
mittedly crude appropriation by a
member state of the CEPR esti-
mates could translate into between
4,000 and 10,000 workers being ad-
versely affected in Ireland.

The European Commission has
also acknowledged that there
“could be prolonged and substan-
tial adjustment costs” on labour
across Europe. It highlights instru-
ments such as the European Social
Fund and the European Globalisa-
tion Adjustment Fund (EGAF) as
well as national “mitigating meas-
ures” that could be used to support
these workers. 
The problem with these instru-

ments is that they are by no means
sufficient to support up to one mil-
lion workers. For example, only

30,000 workers across all of Europe
took part in EGAF programmes be-
tween 2007 and mid-2014 (includ-
ing ex-Dell, Waterford Crystal, SR
Technics and construction workers
in Ireland) at a total cost of €135m
and with varying degrees of suc-
cess. 
Furthermore, the budget ceiling

for the EGAF was reduced by Mem-
ber States’ governments from
€500m per year under the 2006-2013
budgetary framework to €150m per
year under the 2014-20 framework.
And there is no apparent intention
of strengthening the EGAF during
next year’s ‘mid-term review’ of
the current seven-year framework.
Ireland is one of the most glob-

alised countries in the world – al-
most 120,000 people are employed
in nearly 600 US companies in Ire-
land and Irish-US trade amounted
to €55 billion in 2012. 
We could potentially benefit

from an EU-US agreement that is
based, as the European and the US
trade union confederations state,
on the “best practices of each side
of the Atlantic” – an agreement
that promotes more and better
jobs, that protects public services,
and does not strengthen the rights
of private investors.
However, that is not the clear di-

rection of the negotiations at pres-
ent and the potential negative
impact on employment is one of
the many crucial aspects that is
still not being properly addressed. 
The Oireachtas Joint Committee

on European Affairs’ call for a
much deeper debate remains
unanswered. 

The potential neg-
ative impact on
employment is
one of the many
aspects [of TTIP]
that is still not
being properly
addressed

Membership Information & Support Centre (MISC)
8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Monday - Friday 
misc@siptu.ie
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By Paddy Moran

IN 1966, a meeting took place
in the number 2 branch of the
Workers Union of Ireland to
discuss the plight of inner-
city families who, in the
main, were in the financial
grip of unscrupulous money-
lenders. 
This meeting was arranged by

the then-Branch Secretary, Con ‘the
Digger’ Murphy, and his assistant,
Mick Canavan. Jimmy O’Neill, who
worked in the Dublin Corporation
Rents Department, was also at the
meeting. 
The result of that meeting was

the founding of the Jim Larkin
Credit Union with the opening of
its office in the union premises in
Parnell Square. 
The initial funding came from

this group who dedicated a third of
their next salary as a set-up fund.
The first board set about appoint-
ing a credit committee with Jimmy
O’Neill its first chairperson.
He was to be appointed to that

position after every AGM until he
stepped down in January 2012. 
As a loans officer, Jimmy was

known for his sympathetic ear
while offering sound advice to the

members
Membership of the Credit Union

was then confined to the Dublin
Local Authority but the branch de-
cided that it would have to expand
its membership if it was to remain
viable.
After much negotiation, it was

agreed to allow entry to all mem-
bers of the union and their fami-
lies in the then two Dublin
regions. Jimmy O’ Neill was in-
volved in all of those deliberations
and the subsequent change of
premises to its present location in
Liberty Hall.
In January, after almost 50 years

of continuous service to the mem-
bers of this Credit Union, Jimmy
decided not to go forward for re-
election to the board.
To mark his five decades of com-

mittment, the outgoing board
chair, presented him with a plaque
at the AGM. 
However, he was persuaded to

accept a position back on the
Credit Committee for which the in-
coming board is extremely grate-
ful.  We look forward to Jimmy’s
continued participation in the Jim
Larkin Credit Union for many
years to come.

After nearly 50 years service, Jimmy
steps down from Jim Larkin CU board

Credit Union stalwart Jimmy
O’Neill, second from right

Our tribute to Bob Crow
A Chara,
ON 11th March last year, everyone
in the trade union movement was
shocked to hear the sad news of
the passing of our colleague Bob
Crow. He was such an inspiration
to all who met him.
As your readers are aware, Bob

was an annual visitor to the Jim
Connell Trade Union Festival held
every May Bank holiday in Kells
and Crossakiel.
One of the highlights during a

visit was when he led his beloved
RMT band in the parade around
the village, later addressing the
crowd with gusto as only Bob could

do. Our society are pleased to re-
port that after meeting his family
and the RMT they have given us
permission to commemorate Bob’s
life at this year’s festival by unveil-
ing a suitable tribute to him.  Bob’s
family has agreed to attend the
event.
This year’s festival takes place

from 1st May to 4th May and
everyone is invited.  The final pro-
gramme will be ready by mid-April,
and all interested will be notified.

Yours faithfully,
Tommy Grimes

P.R.O. Jim Connell Society

Sadly missed: RMT chief Bob Crow
PICTURE: Andrew Skudder (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Screening of the �lm Pride with special guests

TRADE UNIONISTS

FOR CIVIL MARRIAGE EQUALITY

TH

IS
 VA

LENTINE’S WEEKEND…

CAMPAIGN LAUNCH:
FRIDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 2015
AT 6.00 P.M., LIBERTY HALL, DUBLIN 1
A showing of the film PRIDE - the BAFTA nominated movie that tells the story 
of how a group of gay and lesbian activists supported the miners during their 
lengthy strike in the summer of 1984

Music From The Dublin Gay Men's Chorus
Special Guests 
Suggested Donation €20
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By 

Ethel Buckley

Valentine’s invite is on the cards 
as unions back Yes Equality drive

SIPTU members can expect at
least one Valentine’s invita-
tion this year. 
Trade Unionists for Civil Mar-

riage Equality are inviting all trade
union members to attend the
colourful launch of the official
Congress campaign group in Lib-
erty Hall, Dublin, at 6.00 p.m. on
Valentine’s Eve, Friday, February
13th.
The St Valentine’s Eve launch,

styled Love and Pride, will include
music, song and a special movie
screening.  
Dublin Gay Men’s Choir will

kick off proceedings on a musical
note. The formal launch – with
very brief speeches – will be fol-
lowed by the opportunity to cele-
brate the support of the trade
union movement for the iconic UK
miners’ strike in the 1980s with a

showing of the film PRIDE.
Group convenor, Séamus Dooley,

said the launch of the campaign
group would mark a significant
event for the Irish trade union
movement and is open to all.  A
donation of €20 is encouraged.
He told Liberty: “Trade union

support for civil marriage equality
is consistent with our work in de-
fending low-paid workers, in fight-
ing for better pay, in defending the
most vulnerable, in campaigning
for better pensions and terms and
conditions of employment. 
“The trade union movement was

to the fore in securing equal pay
for women, maternity rights,
equality legislation and in seeking
to improve the rights of working
parents, including child care. 
“It is a struggle which continues

and this is about civil marriage
equality for all. We will rely on
LGBT members, their families,
friends and trade union colleagues,
to support the campaign – this is
not just a battle for the gays and

lesbians. LGBT trade unionists
played a pioneering role in the
campaign for gay rights in Ireland,
leading the campaign for decrimi-
nalisation of homosexuality, fight-
ing discrimination in the
workplace and helping secure the
Civil Partnership Act, which grants
same-sex couples legal recognition
but does not confer the rights or
status of civil marriage.”
PRIDE, written by Stephen

Beresford and directed by Matthew
Warchus, depicts a group of lesbian
and gay activists who raised money
to help families affected by the
British miners’ strike in 1984. 
Liberty Hall was the venue for a

number of major events in support
of the National Union of
Mineworkers, so it’s fitting that
the ICTU-backed referendum cam-
paign should recall previous soli-
darity campaigns.

SIPTU's Ethel Buckley is a Convenor of
Trade Unionists for Civil Marriage 
Equality
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By Miriam 

Hamilton

HE VALUE of Fair
Trade products bought
in Ireland grows each
year. However, as one

of many ethical trading certifi-
cates, Fair Trade has to com-
pete for consumer support. 
Unlike the Rainforest Alliance

whose main purpose is to promote
environmental protection, Fair
Trade aims to eradicate poverty for
small farmers and workers on
plantations which sell their pro-
duce on Fair Trade terms to busi-
nesses in the developed world. 
A delegation from the board of

the Irish Fair Trade Network vis-
ited Honduras and Nicaragua in
January to see first-hand if Fair
Trade is making a difference to
people in the developing world.  
All of the cooperatives we visited

viewed fair trade overwhelmingly
positively because they see direct
benefits in terms of quality and
productivity as well as benefiting
from projects funded through the
Fair Trade premium. 
When we visited members of the

ROAS cooperative high in the
mountains in Honduras, we saw a
community which had to come to-
gether to build roads, schools,
health facilities and more, using
the Fair Trade premium. They were
able to develop the basic social in-
frastructure they have been denied
by the dysfunctional right-wing
government. 
Honduras has long been the hub

of US intervention in Latin Amer-
ica and still has large US military
bases. Honduras and Nicaragua are
by far the two poorest countries in
Latin America. 
There is no functioning society

in Honduras, and no social welfare
system or education system. Poor
and rural communities have no ac-
cess to health and maternity serv-
ices and in the cities the air of
tension and violence is ever pres-
ent. 
People carry guns openly, gangs

control the cities, corruption is rife
among the police and judiciary. It
is little wonder that Honduras has
been dubbed the murder capital of
the world. 
Though the political system in

Nicaragua is dramatically different
thanks to the leftist policies of the
Sandinista government, the eco-
nomic situation is sadly similar. 
Though this poor country has in-

vested in roads, health and educa-
tion – including a massive literacy
programme – the rural coffee farm-
ers and workers still have to strug-
gle to provide for themselves.
It is an industry where coffee

prices can plummet overnight, or,
as in recent years, the coffee plants
which sustain local communities
can be ravaged by a disease they
call “Roja” or rust.  Roja can wipe
out coffee production and with it

With every cup of
coffee bought,
Irish consumers
and Irish workers
can make a real
difference

Many were eager
to tell their 
story about 
how Fair Trade
had changed
their lives...

the income of entire communities. 
Small-holder farmers produce

most of the world’s coffee. Most
have small plots and poor training
so they don’t maximise the quality
or efficiency of their farm. 
Fair Trade provides a minimum

guaranteed price as well as an extra
Fair Trade premium which is used
for social projects and is decided
on by a general assembly of the

members of a co-op. 
Co-ops can also provide training

and help to farmers and provide fi-
nance for development to those
who can’t access, or can’t afford
credit from banks. 
Beyond witnessing the develop-

ment of communities, throughout
the trip many individuals were
eager to tell their story about how
life had changed since they became

involved with Fair Trade. 
Mirne, a member of the co-op

COCOAL, explained how life had
immediately improved for her
when her co-op organised a gender
workshop. Not only did she see
improvements in her treatment on
the co-op, but said at home her
husband began sharing household
duties with her for the first time. 
Maria, a member of the Solidari-

dad co-op, told me she was able to
leave her abusive husband when
she inherited a small coffee farm
from her father. 
Thanks to the Fair Trade pre-

mium she is now able to provide a
safe and more prosperous life for
her and her daughter who has se-
vere physical disabilities as a result
of the domestic violence she suf-
fered while she was pregnant. 
I met Fatima, the president of

the Soppexcca co-op, who ex-
plained that the co-op will not buy
machinery to sort the sub-standard
coffee as to do so would eliminate
the only jobs available in this rural
area to local women during harvest
time. 
Santos learned through his co-op

how to keep bees to produce Fair
Trade honey. As a result he told me
he has moved from living in a plas-
tic sheet-covered shack to a house
made of bricks. 
I met Javier on the Coaquil co-

op. He told me that he and the
other farmers rely on Fair Trade to
improve the chances of farmers
earning a year-round wage from
their farm. 
Some years ago Javier had to

make the dangerous 23-day jour-
ney to the US to work illegally for
a few months so he could send
money back to his family to invest

in the farm. This is a journey
which claims the lives of more
than 4,000 emigrants each year. 
Fair Trade is not about aid, it is

about empowering communities
to earn a sustainable living
through fair trade with companies
in the developed world. Its impact
is very real in the communities I
visited. 
Fair Trade is limited not by the

scope of its ambition but by the
volume of goods bought on Fair
Trade terms. The greater the con-
sumer spend in countries such as
Ireland on Fair Trade products, the
more Fair Trade premium these
communities will receive. 
With every cup of coffee bought,

Irish consumers and Irish workers
can make a real difference. 

During Fair Trade fortnight,
which runs from 23rd February to
8th March, we would call on you
to make a special effort to buy
Fair Trade products and to ask
your employer to stock fair trade
tea, coffee and sugar in the can-
teen.

Miriam Hamilton is SIPTU trade union
nominee to the Board of the Irish Fair
Trade Network

T

Percolating profits
back to communities

Fair Trade has
helped Maria
escape from
an abusive
marriage

Fair Trade 
allows small
farmers to
plan for the 
future

Co-operative
workers sort
coffee beans... 
Fair Trade
maximises 
returns for
their labour
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Treasure our artists, don’t tax them!
ECENTLY, the Govern-
ment announced that
it would conduct a re-
view of the Artists

Tax Exemption. Nothing, ap-
parently, is off the table – in-
cluding its abolition.
In the media, it is often por-

trayed as a tax break for the
wealthy or for those who have
written memoirs about their times
in public life. But to abolish the
Artists Tax Exemption would be a
mistake. 
Most countries have schemes to

assist cultural endeavours. Such
schemes are there to encourage
people to work in areas of cultural
activity and to keep those activities
alive. 
When it comes to artistic en-

deavour, Ireland is unique. Inter-
nationally, Ireland is known for its
writers. Despite our small geo-
graphic size and population, we
have produced four Nobel Litera-
ture Prize winners in addition to
literary titans such as Joyce, Trevor,
McGahern, Behan … the list goes
on. 
Writing is what we do. It, there-

fore, stands to reason that we
would put supports into the devel-
opment of the writing culture on
this island.
Ireland does not have many sup-

ports for artistic endeavours. But it
does have the Artists Tax Exemp-
tion. The exemption allows for
artists (accepted by the Revenue

Commissioners as qualifying) to
earn the first €40,000 from an
artistic work with no tax liability
in a given year. 
However, unlike many occupa-

tions, writers and artists often
spend years on a project and only
earn in the final year. A writer only
gets paid for the final draft – no
matter how many years were spent
writing or creating it. 
Ireland, however, has allowed a

rather unusual situation to de-
velop. The exemption, introduced
to foster artistic endeavour, is on
occasion awarded to politicians
and other public figures for their
memoirs. 
The public are right to be critical

of such uses of the exemption. Its
purpose should be to foster and
encourage artistic endeavour – not
to offer a quick wallet injection to
those who are not, by any defini-

tion, artists. But to abolish the tax
exemption because of such uses
would be a case of throwing the
baby out with the bathwater.
The Irish Copyright Licencing

Agency undertook a study of
artists’ incomes in 2007. At a time
when Ireland was supposedly at
the peak of a ‘boom’, it found that
93% of full-time artists earned less
than the average wage. 
Although the exemption is often

associated with the very few that
have become wealthy from artistic
endeavour, the truth is that the
vast majority in the field are strug-
gling. 
The tax exemption and other

artistic supports say something
about us as a nation. Are we will-
ing to inject billions into saving
banks on the one hand but not
spend a few million fostering art
on the other? (The 2013 cost of the
Artists Tax Exemption was only
€6m).

Artists write the stories that
help us to come to terms with dif-
ficult chapters in our past. They
entertain us. They provoke us and
make us imagine different futures. 
The exemption may require re-

form – but to abolish it would send
a very negative signal about the
supports we are willing to give to
the sector that, more than any
other, helps us to define who we
are and what we stand for as a
country.

R

Writing is what we
do. It, therefore,
stands to reason
that we would put
supports into the
development of 
the writing culture
on this island

Iconic writer John McGahern pictured outside Leinster House in 2005, the year
before his death. He had just met with the Oireachtas Finance Committee to argue
for the continuation of the Artists Tax Exemption. PICTURE: Photocall Ireland

SIPTU’S Basic English Scheme
runs literacy programmes for
members whose first lan-
guage is English as well as
those who have English as a
second language. 
Students work with part-time

and voluntary tutors and each year
their achievements are celebrated
at an evening event in Liberty Hall
along with the publication of a
book of their writings and the
presentation of certificates of pro-
ficiency.
The last event, which was held

in December, was attended by a
large number of students and tu-
tors. 
Introducing the evening, scheme

director, Tom O’Brien, congratu-
lated the students on their
achievements and introduced a
session where some of them read
from pieces written for the 2014
publication Moving On. 

One participant wrote of his
grandfather’s experience in the
First World War, while another de-
scribed with great humour and af-
fection his life as a public service
worker in North Dublin. 
Others described their personal

experiences, such as learning to
swim or compared Irish life with
other cultures. A particularly
charming piece described “the best
dog in the world”. 
Remarking on those who had

submitted writings or had
achieved a certificate, SIPTU 
General Secretary, Joe O’Flynn,
commended all students for their
participation. 
Echoing the words of fellow

Corkman, the patriot Thomas
Davis, “Educate that you may be
Free”, he told the students they
were engaged in an “act of libera-
tion“ – opening the door to full
participation in the union and in
wider society.  

Back row, from left: Scheme director Tom O’Brien, Acauan Malta (Brazil); Jan Holy and Adela
Pekarkova (Czech Republic), Jacek Latala (Poland) with SIPTU General Secretary Joe O’Flynn; 
front row: Alicja Panasiewicz (Poland); Aldona Konarskiene (Lithuania) and Ilona Ansmidte (Latvia)

Education an ‘act of liberation’, Basic English students told

By Seán Carabini
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THE Employment
Equality acts are
unique in that they
allow a potential em-

ployee to lodge a claim of dis-
criminatory treatment against
an employer without there
being a contract of employ-
ment in existence. This is es-
pecially so in an interview
process where the asking of
certain unfair questions can
be seen to be discriminatory.

Likewise, the discriminatory
claim can still exist even when the
interview process concerns a pro-
motional position within a com-
pany or organisation. This
becomes particularly significant in
situations where a colleague with
lesser qualifications is promoted.

The most recent example of
what should not happen in an in-
terview was published by the
Equality Tribunal in December

(2014). The decision is an illustra-
tion of the inevitable damage that
occurs when inappropriate ques-
tions meet deeply flawed proce-
dures at an interview.

A female deputy principal of an
unnamed primary school was
passed over for promotion follow-
ing an interview for the vacant
post of principal. The post was
given to a less qualified male col-
league.

These flawed procedures were
serious enough and would have
gone quite a bit of the way to-
wards a finding of discriminatory
behaviour. However, the most
telling evidence of inappropriate
behaviour at the interview was the
evidence submitted by the
claimant that she was asked some
inappropriate questions. 

Sister 'B', a member of the inter-
view board asked: “I see in your
application that you mention the

Forum on Patronage and Plural-
ism. I’ve read the INTO submis-
sion and wondered what your
thoughts were about their ideas
for religion.” The claimant re-
sponded that there were already
gay people teaching at the school.
Sister 'B' allegedly followed up
with: “What about the homos?” 

The response of the Equality Of-
ficer is significant: “Sister B’s insis-
tence on her lack of memory
(about this) stood in marked con-
trast to her precise recollection on
her interview questions relating to
educational philosophy . . . I inter-
pret Sister B’s question as an at-
tempt to ascertain the
complainant’s sexual orientation
without asking the question di-
rectly. Had the complainant been
a lesbian woman (she was hetero-
sexual), this question would have
upset her even more. I am satis-
fied that Sister B’s question was

unlawful on the grounds of sexual
orientation”. 

The respondent had asserted
that it did not know what the sex-
ual orientation of the claimant
was but the Equality Officer had
pointed out that inappropriate in-
terview questions do not need ei-
ther a comparator or specific
knowledge of the woman’s sexual
orientation on the part of the in-
terviewer. The complainant was
awarded €54,000 in damages by
the Equality Officer who found
that she was discriminated against
on grounds of age and sexual ori-
entation.

This is just one case but there
have been reports of women being

asked at interviews if they plan to
have more children, which would
also be considered an inappropri-
ate question. The problem is that
people at interview find them-
selves vulnerable for the obvious
reason that their future career
prospects could well be in the
hands of the interview panel. 

Interview panels of course have
the right to ask robust questions –
it is all part of the selection
process and interviewees need to
be challenged. But if the questions
relate to religious belief, sexual
orientation, gender, race or any
other ground under the Employ-
ment Equality Act, then they could
well be discriminatory.

Be careful
what you
ask for!

A female deputy principal of an
unnamed primary school was
passed over for promotion following
an interview for the vacant post of
principal. The post was given to a
less qualified male colleague.

There have been reports of women being asked at
interviews if they plan to have more children, which
would also be an inappropriate question. People at
interview find themselves vulnerable for the obvious
reason that their future career prospects could well be
in the hands of the interview panel

By Tom O’Driscoll
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AFTER more than five
decades of United
States hostility to-
wards Cuba – includ-

ing political, economic and
military attack – presidents
Raúl Castro and Barack Obama
announced on 17th December
that relations between the
neighbouring countries would
be normalised. The momen-
tous news, which could mean
a winding-down of the US-im-
posed economic blockade of
the socialist country, is now
known on the streets of Ha-
vana as “el diecisiete”, or “the
seventeenth”. 
The detente can, in part, be

traced back to an event in Soweto,
South Africa, one year earlier when
the Cuban and US presidents
shook hands at Nelson Mandela's
funeral in December 2013 – the
first time the leaders of the two
countries had done so in public
since the Cuban revolution led by
Castro's brother Fidel in 1959. The
historic handshake was choreo-
graphed by South Africa's ruling
party, the African National Con-
gress (ANC), which had received
crucial support from Cuba during
the struggle against apartheid. 
Coinciding with December's an-

nouncement was the immediate
release of the remaining members
of the Cuban Five from US jails.
The three Cuban intelligence oper-
atives, Gerardo Hernández, Anto-
nio Guerrero and Ramón
Labañino, returned to a tri-
umphant welcome in Havana on
17th December. 
The men had been jailed along-

side their already released com-

rades, René González and Fer-
nando González, in 1998 for at-
tempting to infiltrate terrorist
organisations operating in the US
which were planning attacks on
Cuba.
The release of the Cuban Five

was also welcomed by hundreds of
solidarity groups across the globe,
which had been campaigning to
highlight the men’s plight.
Jack McGinley, chairman of the

SIPTU Cuban Solidarity Forum,
welcomed the men's release and
said: “In 2009, a SIPTU delegation
met with Cuban trade unionists

and relatives of the men. At this
meeting we gave a commitment
that our union would continue to
highlight the unjust imprisonment
of the Cuban Five. It is with great
satisfaction that we note that the
US government has finally heeded
these calls and acted to end this in-
justice”
Over the years, SIPTU's Solidar-

ity with Cuba Forum has sought to
increase awareness about Cuba
and its people, and to highlight the
illegal US economic blockade of
the island, through information
campaigns within the union, and
publicly in conjunction with other
organisations. 
McGinley said that the wider im-

plications of the ending of US hos-
tility towards Cuba could provide
benefits for Ireland.
“The change in relations with

the US will result in massive
changes for Cuban society. It also
provides opportunities for in-
creased bilateral cooperation be-
tween Ireland and Cuba in areas
such as healthcare provision,
biotechnology and agribusiness
that could have great benefits for

both countries”.
The US plans to open an em-

bassy in Havana and to engage in
discussions on a range of bilateral
issues including the trade embargo
which has been in place since
1961.
Announcing the historic change

of policy which he admitted had
been a 5 decade failure for the US.
Barack Obama said: “It does not

serve America's interests or the
Cuban people to try to push Cuba
towards collapse”.
It is 56 years since the revolution

led by Fidel Castro and Che Gue-
vara that liberated Cuba from a US-
backed dictatorship. Now 88, Fidel
has been gravely ill since 2006,
when he transferred power to
Raúl, his younger brother. 

The momentous
news is now
known on the
streets of
Havana as ‘el
diecisiete’, or
the seventeenth’

SIPTU TRIP TO
CUBA, NOV 2015

The SIPTU Cuban Solidarity
Forum is organising a visit to
Cuba in early November 2015.
The trip is open to all SIPTU
members. For information on
securing a place on the SIPTU
delegation contact Jack
McGinley at jmcginley@siptu.ie
or Eira Gallagher at
egallagher@siptu.ie

The handshake that thawed 
US-Cuba relations after 56 years

A street scene in Havana. Left:
Obama and Raúl Castro shake
hands at Nelson Mandela’s
funeral in 2013. Below: Castro
with the Cuban Five. Main picture:
Josep Ma Nolla CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

By William Hederman
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My Father Told Me
By Francis Devine

LISTENING to this recently-
launched CD by Francis
Devine, you are left wonder-
ing how it took him so long
to share his undoubted talent
for song and story with a
wider audience.
Historian, Musicians’ Union ac-

tivist, retired SIPTU tutor, pub-
lished poet and lifelong supporter
of his old hometown team, Peter-
borough United (“The Posh”), he
brings his wealth of life experi-
ences, commitment and learning
to this labour of love. 
These various threads are woven

to a collection of songs of work
and struggle, love and war, home,
place and family and through it all
the guiding spirit of freedom and
the lives of working people.
Here you will find labour songs

such as Stand with the Brave and
the indomitable and stirring Who
Fears to Wear the Blood Red Badge
– the soundtrack of not only ANU’s
hit 1913 theatrical piece The Tene-
ment Experience, but much of the
Lockout centenary year. 
Irish songs of place such as

Faughan Side sit cheek by jowl
with more modern Scottish ones
such as Gulabein – a tribute to the
great singer and collector, Hamish
Henderson. 
But this is also a collaborative

work, with the Welsh miners choir,
Cor Meibion Onllwyn supporting

in What’s the Life of a Man while
fellow historian and archivist
Catriona Crowe and singer Deirdre
Madden trio with him in a version
of Crossing the Bar which, once
heard, will not be forgotten. 
In homage to the title, Devine

renders a classic version of Ewan
McColl’s My Old Man a fitting 
tribute to his own late father and
to the memory of McColl in his
centenary year.
The album is produced by Scot-

land’s multi-talented Steve Byrne
and his inspiration is acknowl-
edged in sleeve notes which are an
education in themselves for the
background story to each song.  
This is a stand-out album, de-

scribed by the Irish Times’ ‘What’s
Hot’ column as one which would
“charm the socks off you”. 
It does that, aye, and more – it

inspires. So buy or download and
inspire the socks off someone
(and, depending on who they are,
sure you could throw in a bit of
charm as well!).

Michael Halpenny

SIPTU/ICTU 
Class 2013/2014
celebrate 
graduating with 
SIPTU College 
tutors Sylvester
Cronin (left) and
Mags O’Brien
(right).

Ireland passes EU-Colombia
free trade agreement despite
human rights fears

Songs of work
and freedom

Ireland's trade with Colombia
is relatively small, exports are
varied but  two significant im-
ports from Colombia are basic
but very important commodi-
ties, namely coal and 
timber. 
The real players, in terms of

trade within the EU, are UK, Spain
and Germany and the prize of a
Free Trade Agreeemnt (FTA) with
Colombia would be of great value
to  the extraction industries in-
cluding mining and oil. In agricul-
ture important market access
would be provided for trading in
coffee, bananas and palm oil from
Colombia, while Spanish utility
companies, in particular, have
long associations within the
South American country. Securing

the FTA at this stage opens vast
new markets to a variety of EU
suppliers and the possibility for
others of acquiring mineral rights
in a country with extensive min-

eral resources. 
The underlying problem, how-

ever, and central to the Colom-
bian peace process, is that much
of the land is either still farmed
by indigenous communities with-
out modern property rights or is

contested by such communities,
who have been displaced by local
property magnets or ranchers. 
The supporters of the FTA con-

tend that to delay ratification
would weaken President Juan
Manuel Santos and his current
support for the ongoing peace
process, and increase support for
the strong extreme right party led
by former Colombian president
Álvaro Uribe. The serious situa-
tion ignored by this stance, how-
ever, is that without a strong
human rights chapter and moni-
toring mechanism, this EU FTA,
like the previous FTA with the
USA, leaves too many Colombians
vulnerable to continued abuse
and death and, therefore, we must
ask if any true peace process can
survive in such an environment.

Liberty Hall set to 
host Polish night
A POLISH Culture Night is to be
held in Liberty Hall theatre on
Thursday, 26th March. 
The event, that will showcase the

cultures of both Poland and Ireland, is
taking place in the lead up to the
UEFA European Cup qualifying game
between the two countries the follow-
ing Sunday.
The event is part of the national Pol-

ska Eire 2015 festival that seeks to cel-
ebrate the culture of the Polish

community in Ireland. 
SIPTU Campaigns and Equality Or-

ganiser, Ethel Buckley, told Liberty:
“Our union represents more than
7,000 Polish members and actively
campaigns for equality and solidarity
between all of our migrant communi-
ties. 
“This event has been organised to

recognise and reward the commit-
ment of the new SIPTU Polish Net-
work and to have a special night to

celebrate our shared society and 
different cultures."
For further updates and information

on the event, check out www.siptu.ie
during February. 

Je�li jeste�zainteresowany uczest-
nictwem w “SIPTU Polish Culture
Night” prosz�wy�lij swoje zgłoszenie na
e-mail: campaigns+equality@siptu.ie
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THE ROLE of the United
States and other west-
ern powers in sowing
the seeds for the sud-

den and terrifying rise of Is-
lamic State (IS) in Iraq and
Syria was brilliantly outlined
by renowned Irish journalist
and author Patrick Cockburn at
a recent event at Dublin's
Abbey Theatre.

Cockburn, who has covered
events in the Middle East over sev-
eral decades, including the two Gulf
wars, and whose latest book The Ji-
hadis Return documents the rise of
IS, was speaking at the 'Theatre of
War Symposium' on 22nd January. 
The Islamic State sprang from al-

Qaeda in Iraq, and ideologically from
the Jihadi movement. It is similar to
Wahhabism, which is dominant in
Saudi Arabia and, though Islamic,
views Shia Muslims as heretics. Its
meteoric growth in Iraq occurred be-
cause of the dysfunctional nature of
the state and its consequent weak-
ness, coupled with a rise in funda-
mentalism. 
Cockburn maintains that IS is no

different from Holy Fascists, and
that it built a fighting machine
whose victories attracted support,
and that success meant further
growth. 
He said sanctions in 1990 de-

stroyed Iraqi society and the inva-
sion of Iraq in 2003 destroyed the
state. The invasion, based on the

false premise that Saddam Hussein
had connections with the Jihadis,
put a Shia government into power
and sowed the seeds of an uprising,
with both Sunnis and some Shia
groups opposed to the occupation. 
Cockburn explained that much of

the defeat of the Iraqi army in Mosul
in June last year was because the
United States, when setting it up, in-
sisted that supplies, fuel and ammu-
nition be outsourced. This led to
corruption and a weakening of the
army. A battalion colonel would get
money for 600 men, but employ 200.
At the fall of Mosul there were sup-
posedly 30,000 troops. Also the offi-
cers ran away, because they were
investors not soldiers. 
Of course, the army was already in

fear of IS, which adeptly used social

media for propaganda and
films of decapitations. Furthermore,
the Sunni community, which ac-
counts for about 20% of Iraqis, hated
the regime. 

They were poor, persecuted and
unemployed. So it is not surprising
that IS still has support, despite its
bloodthirstiness, as many of the
Sunni community feel it is better

than having the Iraqi army and
Shia militias back. 
Cockburn pointed out the current

role of the US in the conflict, supply-
ing and instructing the Free Syrian
Army commanders in Syria. Much of
the conflict in the region is the result
of imperial regimes which, he as-
serts, will always act in a self-inter-
ested way. 
He maintains that western govern-

ments will confront people in
mosques in the West, but not Saudi
ambassadors. In conclusion, he 
contrasted the West’s approach to 
Charlie Hedbo with its neglect of 
victims of radical islamists in 
Nigeria, saying that someone asked
him recently: “Why no badges that
say ‘Je Suis Nigerian’.”
• The Jihadis Return: ISIS and the New
Sunni Uprising, by Patrick Cockburn,
is published by OR Books.  

The US insisted Iraqi army fuel and
supplies be outsourced, which led
to corruption. A colonel would get
money for 600 men, but employ
200. At the fall of Mosul there were
supposedly 30,000 troops. Also the
officers ran away because they
were investors not soldiers

An Islamic State propaganda
video showing a training

camp in October 2014. 

Islamic 
State: the 
role of the 
West

Patrick Coburn
PICTURE: Monika Chmielarz 

By Mags O’Brien
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OLIVER MULVANY,
who passed away
just over a year ago
aged 92, was the

proud holder of a rare honour
– a 50-year union membership
certificate. In fact, Oliver had
been a member of the
ITGWU/SIPTU for 61 years at
the time of his death in De-
cember 2013.   
Oliver worked in war-time in-

dustry in Britain and at the end of
the hostilities, returned to Ireland
to take up work in Texaco Oil,
joining the Irish Transport and
General Workers Union in 1952.
He was based in the company’s

Ballsbridge headquarters in oper-
ations and sales, and often re-
called his role in installing fuel
pumps in many towns and vil-
lages throughout the country in
the 1950s and 1960s. 
It was a time of significant

change in Ireland when the car

was beginning to take over from
rail and bus transport, as the
country transitioned from a
largely agricultural to a more in-
dustrial and urban economy.
He was always proud to be a

union member at a time when it
was often neither profitable nor
popular, particularly for adminis-
trative and sales staff, to identify
with the union, with some 
employers regarding their 
membership as an act of disloy-
alty.
However, Oliver stood his

ground all his life to pass on the
baton to a new generation. 
To his son Peter and his daugh-

ter Eimear we offer our sincere
condolences on Oliver’s passing
as well as that of their mother
Monica. 
Above all we offer our thanks for

Oliver’s lifelong commitment and
loyalty to the union, his fellow
workers and to his community. 

Michael Halpenny

BILLY COX worked in
St. James's Hospital in
Dublin for 24 years.
During this time he

was employed in several
areas, including Accident and
Emergency and in recent years
as a dark-room technician in
the X-ray department.
An active member of SIPTU, he

particularly enjoyed his role as a
DJ at staff work parties and for
groups outside the hospital.
Billy was dedicated to his work

in the hospital helping patients
and staff.  He took particular
pleasure in assisting patients
with hearing difficulties, and oth-
ers, to communicate through sign
language. Billy had several certifi-
cates for learning and teaching
sign language, which he had ob-
tained by attending classes in St.
James's.
Paddy Dingle, SIPTU Chief Shop

Steward at St. James's Hospital,
said: “Staff in the hospital, which
include Billy's daughter, Andrea,
will deeply miss our colleague

and in particular his good hu-
mour. They also wish to express
their sincere condolences to
Billy’s wife and their other daugh-
ter, Gillian.”
Billy died suddenly in Novem-

ber one year before he was due to
retire.

Proud union member for 61 years
OBITUARY Oliver Mulvany (1921-2013)

Valued by hospital
staff and patients

OBITUARY Billy Cox (1950-2014)

By D. R. O’Connor Lysaght

AS IS known, James Connolly
commanded the Irish Citizen
Army and the Irish Volun-
teers in the Easter Rising.  
However, this had seemed un-

likely to happen when the Volun-
teers were founded on 25
November 1913.  
The Dublin Lockout was still

being waged.  A repercussion was
the disturbance caused by militant
workers protesting against the
prominence given to L. J. Kettle, a
known employer of scabs at the
Volunteers’ launch.
In his dotage, Bill O’Brien who

ultimately succeeded Connolly as
General Secretary of the ITGWU,
would make light of this, dismiss-
ing the protestors as “yahoos from
Liberty Hall” whose criticisms
were “hard to understand”.
Connolly took the matter more

seriously.  In the Irish Worker, of
the following Saturday, 29th No-
vember, using his pen-name
‘Spailpin’, he wrote: “A regrettable
incident happened at the Volun-
teer meeting held in the Dublin
Rotunda Skating Rink on Tuesday. 
“One of the persons chosen to

take a leading part – indeed the
leading part as he was to read the
manifesto of the new organisation
– was a Mr L. J. Kettle, who has
been notorious of late as an active
enemy of the right of the working

class to combine for its own bene-
fit. Naturally his attempt to pose
as a friend of freedom was actively
resented by the major part of the
audience and a most stormy scene
marred, as a consequence, the pro-
ceedings.  
“It might as well be understood

by all that this union is unquali-
fiedly in favour of any movement
that makes for a greater national
freedom, but we believe that it is
of paramount importance to be
clear as to the means by which
that freedom is to be achieved. 
“Hence we cannot tolerate the

presence on a platform sacred to
freedom of men who are actively
engaged in an attempt to reduce
their fellow-countrymen of the
Irish working-class.
“It is as true as it was on the day

it was first written by Thomas

Davis that ‘Righteous men must
make our land a nation once
again’, and surely under the name
of ‘righteous men’ we cannot in-
clude slave-driving, labour-hating
employers.
“Our lauding of such men in in-

vocation of the spirit of freedom
is rank blasphemy.  The only hope
of freedom is an upright, self-re-
specting intelligent working class. 
“Scabs and the employers of

scabs are the natural enemies of
such.  Therefore scabs and the em-
ployers of scabs, by working for
our degradation as individuals
and our enslavement as a class,
are also working for the destruc-
tion of every element that can
now or in the future enable Ire-
land to treat in a dignified manner
with the foreign enemy within
our walls.”
When, in April 1916, Connolly

took command of combined Citi-
zen Army and Volunteer forces in
the Dublin Rising, matters had
changed.  
He had made clear the social

programme for which he was
fighting.  No known employers of
scabs signed the Proclamation.  As
for the cause of the Rotunda dis-
pute, L. J. Kettle, he was recruiting
actively for the British Empire.
It was the Irish Volunteers that

changed.  Now they were a truly
revolutionary force.

Kettle speech made Connolly boil over 

James Connolly: comments
about scabs in Irish Worker
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By Matt Treacy

CERTAINcross-channel
publication beloved
of the betting frater-
nity, which is not a

sexist term as few women are
neither optimistic or stupid
enough or possess the neces-
sary monomania to believe
they can best the turf ac-
countant, has a section enti-
tled ‘Top Bogey Teams’.
It conveys vital information such

as that Accrington Stanley have
been unbeaten in 25 matches at
home to Crewe Alexandra since
1876. The bizarre thing is that such
unfeasibly long winning and losing
streaks often continue, and not
rarely against all the evidence of
current form.
Gaelic football should contain

such a health warning. Off the top
of my head, I can only recall twice
in all my years following the
Dublin footballers, that they have
beaten Cork in Cork. 
To use the American parlance as-

sociated with NFL and basketball,
Dublin’s series road record must
read something like 2 – 15. 
One of those rare victories was

in the famous All Ireland semi-
final replay of 1983, and the other
was in a league match in 1990. And
I can go back to 1975 when I was at
the old Mardyke after which some
Cork Boot Boys made a hostile but
pretty harmless sally against
Dublin supporters straggling their
way back to their cars or Kent Sta-
tion. 
So I was not in the least bit sur-

prised that Cork beat Dublin in
Páirc Úi Rinn in the first match of
the football league. It probably
meant more to Cork than to
Dublin in the aftermath of the
rebel’s somewhat embarrassing de-
feat by Waterford in the McGrath
Cup, and as small recompense for
Dublin’s rather amazing 17-point
turn around against Cork in the
league semi-final last April.  
The match was noteworthy for

the introduction of Brian Fenton,
who is one of the medical team at-
tending my Da in Naas Hospital. It
was his first appearance in a full
inter-county senior game for
Dublin, and he has already heard
some of my Da’s stories about the
deeds of one Lar Foley, which Brian
charitably attributed to Lar’s asso-
ciation with Vincents, no friends
of Brian’s own club!
Anyway, the league began with

the defeat of both the reigning

A

league champions in sky blue, and
the reigning All Ireland champions
Kerry by Mayo. An unkind soul
claimed that Mayo had changed
their jersey in an attempt to shed
the rather tormented history asso-
ciated with the red and green. 
However, Mayo always do rea-

sonably well in the league while
Kerry have not done so well in re-
cent years, not that that appears to
put them out much. As with Cork’s
defeat of Dublin, Mayo’s victory in
Killarney might be seen as a mod-
icum of vengeance for their heart-
breaking loss to Kerry in the All
Ireland semi-final replay last year,
but no-one really believes that. 

The other notable result of the
first weekend was Tyrone’s seem-
ing collapse against Monaghan in
Omagh. They looked to be coasting
in the first half only to be com-
pletely outplayed and outscored,
something like 1-9 to 0-2, over the
last 40 minutes.  
Tyrone had won the McKenna

Cup the week previously, against
Cavan, but there had then ensued
somewhat of a ‘Night of the Long
Knives’ as players announced their
retirements and others were
dropped from the panel. 
Normal enough carry-on for this

time of the year, although a bit odd
that it came after Tyrone had won
the McKenna Cup. Their humiliat-

Beware the Bogeys
ing defeat by Monaghan was per-
haps indicative of tensions within
the camp.  
There has also been an outbreak

of criticism, some of it rather per-
sonal and nasty in my view, of
Mickey Harte by Tyrone supporters
frustrated at what many of them
see as their precipitous decline
from the glory days of the
noughties when they won three All
Irelands. 
Perhaps he has over-extended

his tenure, and there is certainly
an argument to be made that he
held on to some players for too
long. However, to argue that Ty-
rone would have achieved what

they did without him, or that he is
standing in their way of presently
regaining those Olympian heights,
is not only naïve, but grossly un-
fair to the most successful football
manager of the new millennium. 
The league, at any rate, is in the

nature of a proxy war, with the real
sights focused on the summer.
That is certainly the case for the
contenders at least. I cannot imag-
ine that Jim Gavin will be that dis-
appointed if Dublin do not win
their third league in a row, even
though that would constitute a
unique achievement for the Dubs.   
Likewise Kerry will be hoping to

develop their side for later on,
with the modest aim probably of at
least not being relegated. Cork and
Mayo more than any of the others
need to be beating the better
teams so if pushed for a predic-
tion, I will go for a Cork/Mayo
league final. Roll on the sunny
days.

Special Guest 

John Sheahan

Start Time 8pm – 11pm 
Fear a’ tí - Des Geraghty;  Subscription €5 - Doors open at 7.45pm

Fiddle player and a member of The Dubliners for over 50 years accompanied by Pat Goode

Wednesday 18th February 2015, Cois Life Bar, Liberty Hall

Clé Club every 3rd Wednesday of the Month; Contact Sally Corr; Email cleclub@gmail.com Tel 087 2387015

Jamie O’Sullivan, Cork, in action
against Eoghan O’Gara, Dublin. 

PICTURE: Courtesy Irish Examiner
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*Correctly fill in the crossword to reveal the 
hidden word, contained by reading the letters 
in the shaded squares from top to bottom. 

Email the hidden word to communications@siptu.ie or post to 
Communications Dept., Liberty Hall, Dublin 1 along with your 

name and address and you will to be entered into a 
prize draw to win two nights for two people in one 
of Ireland’s Fair Hotels.

The winner of the crossword quiz will be 
published in the next edition of Liberty. 
*Terms and conditions apply.

ACROSS DOWN

7 Scottish robin hood figure (3,3)
8 Hooded jacket (6)
9 Gloomy (4)
10 An official emblem or symbol (8)
11 Disease, common in children (7)
13 An organised society living under a

government (5)
15 Mythical nasty creatures (5)
17 Where you watch a play (7)
20 Mao (8)
21 Wind instrument (4)
23 To speak a lanuage well (6)
24 They place themselves 

above the people (6)

1 "J'accuse" author (4)
2 Ducks and ? (6)
3 Journalists names in newspapers (2-5)
4 Quagmire (5)
5 Not remembered (6)
6 Emits heat into a room (8)
12 Shade of white (8)
14 Body of water (7)
16 Those forced out of their homeland (6)
18 The most powerful weapon  (6)
19 Drain (5)
22 Toe the line (4)

PRIZE DRAW
TO WIN TWO NIGHTS FOR TWO 
PEOPLE IN ONE OF IRELAND’S

FAIR HOTELS

The winner of the crossword
competition in the November/
December edition was 
Oisin Dolan, Drimnagh
Answer: Lanterns
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(Subject to availability, terms & conditions apply)

2BB1D Package
Rate: €260

Enjoy two nights of Luxury accommodation with 
breakfast on both mornings & Dinner in Tribes Restaurant 
on one evening plus a bottle of house wine & chocolates.

Offer also includes,

 20m swimming pool, fitness room, sauna, & steam room.

Love is in the Air 
at the Clayton Hotel
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